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Chad Schlichtemeier
Wyoming Department ofEnvironmental Quality
Air Quality Division I NSR Program Manager
Herschler Building
122 West 25th Street
Cheyenne, WY 82002

Subject: Medicine Bow Fuel & Powel' LLC
Pl-oposed Integrated Gasification and Liquefaction Plant
(PSD Ail' Quality Permit Application AP-5873)
Response to Public CommentfWDEQ Information Request

DKRW Adv~nced Fu
Two Riverway, Suite 1780
Houston. Texas 77056 USA
713-425.6520 phone
713-355.3201 fax

Received
JAN 08 Z009

Casper DEQ

Dear :t0I. Schlichtemeier:

This lette1' is provided in response to a letter from Ml', Andre\v Keyfauver, dated August 15,2008,
requesting clarification and response to specific items brought up duting the public comment
period for the Medicine Bow FtJel & Power, LLC (MBFP) proposed coal-to-liquids plant. Our
responses to these questions are directly below each of the five items in that August 15, 2008
letter_ The five specific questions from the WDJ2:Q are shown in italics.

. Responses to WDEQ Questions
1. Public comments suggest that the applicability ofSection 1!2(j) and 112(g) need to be

addressedfor the boilers andp7'ocess heaters as thisfacility is shawn to be a major SOl/rce of
hazardous ail' pollutants. Therefore, the,Divisioll requests that Medicine Bow Fuel & Power,
LLC address Section 112 applicabtlftyfor the facility.

Response: HAP emissions in the Medicine Bow Fuel & Power LLC (MBFP) Air Permit
application (as revised May 12,2008) were based on early engineering information.
Subsequent to MBFP's submission of the Air Permit application, MBFP received the Process
Design Package (PDP) in August 2008 from Davy Pl'ocess Technology for theil- syngas-to
methanol technology which resulted in MBFP reviewing the original HAP calculations. This
review found that traditional sample lines in methanol sel'Vice were the most significant source
ofmethanol emissions within the equipment leak categOlY_ J;:quipment leaks D:om traditional
sample lines result from purging the lines to atmosphere prior to collecting a sample as palt of
the sampling protocol. The August 2008 Davy PDP inchldes 6 closed-loop sampling lines
which initial engineering had shown to be traditional sample lines. So we have eliminated 6
tra.ditional methanol sample lines from our prior HAP emission calculations based on the most
recent engineering information. The 6 closed-loop sample lines can be eliminated since they
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provide 100% emission control because the sample piping is returned to the process piping at
some downstream po!nt without any purging to the atmosphere.

As a result, calculated equipment leak emissions (see attached revised emission calculations
for methanol) are reduced to 9.1 tpy methanol which is below the 10 tpy threshold established
in Section 112 ofthe Act for major source detennination. Therefore, due to this new
engineering information Sections 112G) and 112(g) ofthe Act will not be tl'iggered for the
~~~~ .

Revised equipment leak and total facility emission calculation pages are provided with this
letter.

2. A public comment suggested that leak detection and /'epair (LDAR) levels need to be lowe/'ed,
based on levels setforpetroleum refineries in Califomia. The Division req~lests that Medicine
Bow Fuel & Powe]~ LLC address the feasibility oflo"wering LDAR levels for the plant.

Response: Although MBFP is not subjeGt to the NSPS for petroleum refmelies, the leak
definitions in the Iv.ffiFP Air Pelmit Application are equivalent to those in the recently
promulgated New SOUl'ce Pelfol'lnance Standard (NSPS) for petroleum refineries (thus Best
Available Control Technology (BACT) for refinelY leaks) and the Synthetic Organic Chemical
Manufacturing Industly (SOC:Ml) at 40 CFR 60, Subpalt Wa and GGGa, respectively, with a
500 ppm leak definition for valves/connectors and 2,000 ppm leak definition for pumps. We
agree \vith the Wyoming DEQ that MBFP leak definitions are BACT for MBFP.

Thl;l EPA considered the more stringent California-leak standards (lower than 500 ppm for
valves) when promulgating the November 2007 New Source Performance ~tandards (BACT)
for chemical plants and refmeries (40 CFR 60, Subpalts Wa and GGGa.), but noted that "data
gathered from facilities making a first attempt at repair on valves with leaks above 100 or 200
ppm suggests that these attempts do not always reduce emissions." (Summary ofPuhlic
Comments and Responses, Docket ill NO. EPA-HQ-OAR-2006-0699-0094) EPA assessed a
cost effectiveness of $5,700/ton for the SOCM! and $16,OOO/ton for refineries ifleak
definitions were lowered to less than 500 ppm for valves, and thus concluded that a leak
standard below 500 ppm for valves was not cost effective (72FR64864, November 16, 2007).
EPA also dismissed lower leak standards for pumps (less than 2,000 ppm) by stating they had
no evidence that loweri.ng pump leak standards would achieve significant emission reductions
at a reasonable cost and noting ullceliainties regarding pump repair effectiveness at low leak
concentrations (72FR64864). The EPA impact analysis is available in the docket for the
regulation, at Docket ill No. EPA-HQ-OAR-2006-0699.

MBFP agrees with EPA's decision to dismiss leak standards that would be lower than we have
proposed in ou!' application.
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3. A public comment suggested that the Medicine Bow IGL Plant is subject to, rhe refinery NSPS
andHESHAP regulations based on an applicability determination by EPA in 1980. The
Division requests that Medicine Bow Fuel & Power, UC address the applicability ofthe
refinery NSPSINESHAP standal'dsjor the Medicine Bow IGL Plant,

Response: The public comment making this suggestion refers to two separate documents:

• A 1980 EPA letter titled IlApplicability Determination for Solvent Refilled Coal Plants"
obtained from the EPA's Applicability Determination Index (ADI);

• Chapter 3 ofa 1981 comparative technical and economic assessment ofselected synfuel
technologies, titled "Selected Technical and Economic Compal'isons of Synfuel Options,
Final Report," wtitten for the United States' Office ofTechnology Assessment as a
background document to assist in preparation of a larger study report titled "Increased
Automobile Fuel Efficiency and Synthetic Fuels: Alternatives fa!' Reducing OJ! ImP01tS."
The Chapter 3 title is 'Overview of Selected Synthetic Fuel Conversion Processes.' A copy
ofthe full chapter is provIded with this letter, for your reference.

As stated in the public comment, the attached 1980 ADI lett~l' notes that NSPS Subpart J
requirements f01' petroleum refIneries applies to affected facilities at solvent refined coal
(SRC) plants, The lettel' also notes that "detelminatiohs ofapplicability ofsolvent refined coal
plants to the NSPS for petroleum refmeries shO\lId be handled on a case-by-case basis, thus, it
may not be applicable to all SRC plants."

The public comment on the MBFP permit goes on to state the "SRC II" pl'Ocess, which is one
ofthe two types of SRC technologies, is similar to the MBFP methanol-to-gasoline (MTG)
process, with "no distinction that would render the 1980 determination from EPA invalid."
For the reasons discussed below, :MBFP disagrees with this comment, based on a review ofthe
SRC nand the MTG process technologies, petroleum refineries, the EPA's 1980
determination, and the definition of 'petroleum refinery.'

:MBFP disagrees with the public comment based on the following from Chapter 4 (attached)
from that same 1981 report (i,e. Selected Technical and Economic Comparisons of Synfuel
Options, Final Rep01t) where it states on page 4.-28:

"4.6 REFINING SYNTHETIC LIQUIDS

The direct liquefaction and oil shale syfue1s have to be fmiher upgraded to end-use product
quality in order to be comparable with indirect liquid products such as methanol from coal or
gasoline D.-om methanol (D'om coal): In a wider sense, this is also desirable in order to achieve
compal'ability with synthetic natmal gas (SNG) which can be used for a wide range of end use
applications in its 'raw' manufactured state. .
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The indirect processes produce refinery output (or intermediate) grade products, without
the need for the "refining" of crude liquids."

The attached Chaptel' 4 also includes on pages 4"38 through 4AO EXHIBITS 4"21, 4"22 and 4"23
which are flow diagrams for the "refining" of the SRC-ll produced oil.

As discussed ill that 19811'eport, the SRC II process is a direct catalytic liquefaction process to
convert coal to a crude oil-like liquid. It involves mixing hydrogen with a coal-slurry, reacting
the mixture with steam and oxygen, and allowing reactions to take place in a dissolver vessel
operating at high pressure and temperature (2,000 psi, 820-870° F). The coal is dissolved with
the resulting solution resembling a crude oil which is then fractionated (sent through
distillation columns like those used in a refinery) to recover primary products such as naphtha,
fuel oil and a vacuum residue. The naphtha and fuel oil products can be fUlther treated in
downstream units. All fuel gases in these downstream units, such as catalytic crackers and
naphtha reformers, will emit SOUl' gases that will require processing to remove the sulfut"
This is the same for refineries which route fuel gases to a gas processing unit to reduce sulfur
content.

In contrast, the proposed MBFP facility will employ an indit'ect liquefaction process to
Pl'Od\lCe methanol and then gasoline from methanol (not the crude oil like product of SRC II).
The MBFP syngas is sent to an Acid Gas Recovery Unit where 99.8% of the sulfur is
removed. Any residual sulfur in the syngas is removed in the sulfut· beds, reducing the sulfur
levels to the palt pel' billion concentration necessary to protect the NIBFP methanol catalyst.
This is the same as in chemical processes, where sulfur has to be removed to prevent catalyst
poisoning in downstream units.

The cleaned syngas produced at the proposed MBFP facility will be directed through methanol.
converter reactors, where the syngas will pass over a highly selective copper"based catalyst on
the reactor's shell-side. Any residual sulfur in the cleaned syngas is mostly captured as a
poison on the methanol catalyst, so the methanol and methanol offgases will have a sulfur
content of less thall10 ppb. Carbon dioxide (C02) and carbon monoxide (CO) in tlle syngas
will combine with hydrogen (H2) to create methanol (CH30H). Tubes in the reactor will carry
steam, which will provide temperature control for the reaction, The methanol will then be
dil'ected to the gasoline synthesis (MTG) unit, w~ere it undergoes multiple complex reactions
in reactor vessels to convert the methanol to olefins, paraffins, and aromatics, without
molecular hydrogen production (without producing the SRC II crude like product that must
then be distilled into liquid hydrocarbon products as happens in a refinery).' The reactor
effluent will be separated into a gas/vapor phase to be recycled to the reactor inlet, a liquid
water phase containing a small percentage of alcohols, ketones, and acids that will be treated,
and a liquid hydrocarbon phase referred to as "raw gasoline." Since the methanol is
extremely low in sulfur, the gasoline produced from methanol and all associated gas streams
will also be extremely low sulfur. The gas streams will not require processing as in a refinery.
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The raw gasoline stream will be directed to a stabilizer to remove LPG product. The liquid
product from the stabilizer will be directed to a gasoline splitter (dis.tillation column) so that
heavy gasoline containing durene can be separated :from the light gasoline ~nd treated for
durene removal in a hydrotreating process, Once durene is removed, the heavy gasoline will
be re-combined with the light gasoline and directed to gasoline storage taoks. This entire
process as well as the emissions profile of:MBFP is much different than the SRC IT process
and cannot be considered as a similar process except to note that solid coal is the feed to both
processes.

Thus, the SRC II process has similarities to a typical petroleum refinelY due to the fact that it
produces a crude oil with significant suInn' content which can then be sent through the crude
distillation, cracking, and l'efOlming processes found in most petroleum refmeries (but not
lVIBFP), These similarities between the SRC II process and a petroleum refinery can be seen
in a comparison oftheir respective process flow diagrams. A basic process flow diagram
for the SRC II process is included with this submittal (see attached Chapter 3 page 3-12 Figure
3.4 and Chapter 4 pages 4-38 through 4-40 for Exhibits 4,-21, 4-22 and 4-23) which can then
be compared to a typical petroleum refinery flow diagram such as the one provided as Figlire
1.1 in Galy and Handwerk's text "Petroleum Refming - Technology and Economics, 4th Ed. 1I

Or altematively available on Wikipedia ifyOll type in the word "refinery". The first
processing step for the liquid hydrocarbon in both the SRC IT flow diagram and a general
pet.l'oleum refmhlg flow diagram is cl'tlde oil distillation. In the SRC IT pl'ocess, this crude oil
distillation takes place in the dissolver, and also in a D:actionation vessel and a 'letdown/flash"
system, whereas in a typical petroleum refinely, the distillation takes place in a stabilizer,
atmospheric distillation tower, and a vacuum distillation towel'. We have drawn a box al'O'und
the letdown/flash system and fractionation system on the SRC II diagram to illustrate the
distillation pOltion ofthe process. Note that products fi'om the letdown/flash and fractionation
systems in the SRC IT process are similar to the products from the crude distillation unit in a
petroleum refinery. Although not clearly shown on the diagram, the SRC II products will
likely require additional treating in order to crack and reform hydrocarbons into gasoline and
fuel oil products and to remove sulnu' and aromatic compounds prior to sale, just as with a
typical petroleum refinery. The proposed 1v.1BFP facility will not utilize the same distillation,
cracking, and refol1ning processes found in petroleum refmedes 01' the SRC IT process. Also
MBl"P fuel gases will have sulfur in the single digit patt pel' billion range, two orders of
magnitude less than the l'efinely specification for fuel gases, and do not require flllther
processing as in a refinelY..

Ftuthermore.1v.1BFP does not consider the proposed facility to fall under the regulatory
definition of a petroleum refinely. A 'petroleum refinery' is defIDed at 40 CFR 60.10l(a) as
"any facility engaged in producing gasoline, kerosene, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel oils,
lubricants, asphalt (bihllnen) or other products through distillation ofpetroleum 01' through
redistillation, cracking, 01' reforming of unfinished petroleum derivatives." ':ple term
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"cracking" is used in the context ofpetroleum refineries to mean the breaking down of higher
molecular weight hydrocarbons to lighter components. (GalY and Handwerk, 2001, Appendix
A). Cracking can be accomplished through application ofheat or catalytic means, and it can
be simplistically visualized as 'breaking' long-chain hydrocarbons into smaller-chain
hydrocarbons. The term "reforming" is used to ,describe a process where hydrocal'bon
molecular structures are re-arranged to form higher-octane aromatics with only a minor
amount of cracking. (Gary and Handwerk, 2001, pg, 189) Typically, cyclization and
isomerization reactions occU!' catalytically in a reformer. Neither 'cracking' nor 'reforming' is
clarified in the regulations, and thus is taken to have these meanings. Although the proposed
facility will produce gasoline, it will not be produced through distillation, redistillation,
cracking, 01' reforming processes. Rathel'; as described eadier, syngas is converted into
methanol, which is then processed via dehydration, oligomerization (polymeration), and
cyclization into a gasoline product. The gasoline product will require some treatment to
remove the 'light-end' smaller hydrocarbons (LPG), and to remove dlll'ene from the heavier
constituents prior to storage, but otherwise wi,l1 be a finished product.

Therefore, MBFP disagrees with the commenters, who asselt that affected facilities at the
proposed facility are subject topetl'olemn refinely NSPS regulations, on the basis that the
proposed facility will not meet the definition of 'petl'oleuro refmery.'

4. The Dil'isionrequests that Medicine Bow Fuel &Power, LLC provide clarification on1l'hether
power geneJ'ated at the facility }I'i!! be exported to the electrical grid. The application states
that it is not expected to be exported (page 1-1). Ifpower is to be exported to the electrical
gridMedicine Bow Fuel &Power. LLC will need to address the applicability ofstandards for
electric generating units (EGUs).

Response: :MBFP confIrms the statementmade on page IMI of the application that 110 power
generated at the facility will be exp01ted to the electrical grid.

5. A public comments suggested BACTneeded to be applied to the sour water sb'ipper at the
facility during startup. The Division requests that Medicine Bow Fuel & Powel~ LLC clarify
operation ofthe sour water stripper during startup and nor/1le(7 operations. Ifthis source is
vented during startup or normal operations em evaluation ofcontrol measures and/or work
practices must be conducted to minimize emissions from this source during operations.

Response: MBFP has confil1ned through review of the Project Feasibility study that no
emissions will be vented to atmosphere from the SOUl' water stripper. During both normal
operations and above 20% design flow during startup operations, the sour gas from the sour
water stripper will be directed to the SRU and consumed in the SRU furnace. Effluent fi'om
the SRU is compressed and recycled to the Selexol system, so no emissions result :£i:om the
SOUl' gas stream in these sItuations.
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The Startup/Shutdown Emissions Minimization Plan etl'Oneously states on page 2 that the sour
water stripper will be vented during startup. As noted above the vent will be directed to flare
or other combustion device for ammonia destruction during low flow conditions during
startup. A corrected Startup/Shutdown Emission Minimization Plan is attached.

Conclusion:

A CD containing an electronic version of this letter and all enclosures will be sent to you undet'
separate covel',

MBFP appreciates this opportunity to provide additional comment/clarifications to the WDEQ on
issues l'aised dlll'ing the public comment period. We hope this information is useful for you, and
encourage you to contact us uyou have any more questions or ifyou need clai'ification on any of
the points raised in this letter,

cc: Andrew Keyfauver (WDEQ)
Robelt Moss (DKRW)
Susan Bassett (URS)

Encloslu'es Revised Emission Calculation Pages for Methanol Equipment Leaks
Copy of 1980 AD! Letter (US EPA to J,Snydor)
Cover Page of 'Selected Technical and Economic Comparisons of Synfuel

Options, Final Report) April 1981 prepared for the Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA) of the United States Congress.

Chapter 3 of' Selected Technical and Economic Comparisons of Synfuel
Options, Final Report, April 1981

Chaptet' 4 of'Selected Tecl:mical and Eco1lomic Comparisons of Synfuel
Options, Final Report, April 1981

Revised Stattup/Shutdown Emission Minimization Plan
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Medldne Bow Fuel & Power Industrial Gasification & UquefactJon Plant
Emission Summary Sheet
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Medicine Bow Fuel & Power Industrial Gasification & Liquefaction Plant
Equipment Leaks Emission Summary

Controlled Emissions Uncontrolled Emsisions
SOeMI Factors SOeM! Factors

voe HAP voe HAP
Emissions Emissions Emissions Emissions

Process Stream Service Type (ton/yr) (ton/yr) (ton/yr) (ton/yr)

Acid Gas Gas 0.09 0.09 0.12 0.12
Flare KO Drum Drainage Gas 4.50 1.45 6.70 2.16
Gasifier Vent Gas 0.14 0.14 0.22 0.22
Gasoline Gas) Gas 9.30 3.00 12.38 3.99
Gasoline Liqht Liquid) Liaht Liquid 10.42 3.36 36.22 11.67
Gasoline Heavv Liquid) Heaw Liauid 0.17 0.05 0.26 0.09
LPG Liaht Liauid 0.77 0.00 2.21 0.00
Methanol Gas Gas 0.99 0.99 1.28 1.28
Methanol Pure Liauid Liqht Liauid 0.47 0.47 1.44 1.44
Methanol Product MeOH 1 Liqht Liauid 4.83 4.82 13.78 13.75
Methanol Product MeOH2 Light Liquid 0.06 0.06 0.54 0.54
Methanol Product MeOH3 Liaht Liauid 0.06 0.06 0.54 0.54
Methanol Product MeOH5 Gas 0.35 0.35 0.50 0.50
Mixed Fuel Gas Gas 0.40 0.01 1.77 0.06
MTG Fuel Gas Gas 3.88 0.04 5.44 0.06
PropYlene Gas 22.11 0.00 24.36 0.00
Total 58.51 14.89 107.74 36.41

Controlled Emissions Uncontrolled Emsisions
SOeMI Factors SOCMI Factors

HAP HAP HAP HAP
Emissions Emissions Emissions Emissions

Individual HAPs (Ib/hr) (ton/yr) (Ib/hr) (ton/yr)

Carbonyl Sulfide (COS) 0.05 0.23 0.08 0.35
Methanol (MeOH) 1.54 6.76 4.13 18.11
C6 - C10 Aromatics (Assumed to be Benzene) 1.80 7.90 4.10 17.96
Total 3.40 14.89 8.31 36.41

Rev. 9/26/08 6-30
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Medicine Bow Fuel & Power Industrial Gaslncatlon & Liquefaction Plant
Metltanol Product (MeOH 1) Process Stream

Stream Nama: Methanol Producl (MaOH 1)
Sarvlca Typa: Light liquid
Hours or Operation: 8760
This piping Is \ncludad In tha LDAR program.

ssumed Octane
ssumed Octene
ssumed Cyclooctane

Assumed Benlane

Molecutu
CAS Wal9ht Weight % Mole Mole

Chemlcal Name Number VOC HAP (Ibllb-moll Fraction Percent
CO 630·08·0 N N 28.01 0.02% 6.44E·06 0.02%
H2 1333-74-0 N N 2.02 0.00% 3.19E-06 0.01'10
CO2 124·38.9 N N 4'.01 0.30% 6.92E·05 0.22'10
H2O 7732·18-5 N N 18.02 3,1G% 1.75E·03 5.49%
CH' 7.·82-8 N N 18.0. 0.030/,) 1.59E.05 0.05'10
Ar 7440·37-1 N N 39.95 O.06C'..v 1.61E·05 0.05%
N2 7727·37-9 N N 28.01 0.03% 1.1.E·05 0.04'10
H2S 7783-06-. N N 3••08 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
COS 463·58·1 Y Y 60.07 0,00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
NH3 7664-41-7 N N 17.03 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
02 7782-.4·7 N N 32.00 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
502 7446-09-5 N N 54.06 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
CI2 7782-50-5 N Y 70.91 • O.OOE+OO 0.00%
HCI 7547·01-0 N y 35.46 o.oOE+OO 0.00%
MaOH 57·58.1 Y Y 32.0. 3.00E·02 9••01%
Elhanol 64·17·5 y N .5.07 1.0'E·05 0.03%
Dlmalhvl Ethar 115.10·6 Y N 45.07 0.03% 7.31E·08 0.02%
MathYI Acatata 79·20·9 Y N 7'.08 0.08% 1.10E·05 0.03%
~rooanol 71·23-8 Y N 50.10 0.02% '.OOE-08 0.01%
Butanol 71-36·3 y N 74.12 0,02% 2.60E-08 0.01%
Acetone 67-64.1 y N 58.08 0.00% 3.31E-07 0,00%
MEK 78-93·3 Y N 72.11 0.00% 1.33E·07 0.00%
Ethane 74-84-0 N N 30.07 0,00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
Ethvlene 74-85-1 y N 28.05 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0,00%
Propane 74-98-6 Y N 44.10 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0,00%
ProDv[ene 115·07-1 y N .2.08 0,00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%
Isobutane 75-28·5 Y N 58.12 0.00% o.oOE+OO 0.00%
N-Butane 106·97·8 y N 58.12 0,00% o.oOE+OO 0.00'10
But lene 25167·87·3 Y N 56.11 0,00% o.ooe+oo 0.00%
IsoDentane 78-78-4 y N 72.16 0,001'/0 o.oOE+OO 0.00%
C. - C12 Paraflns NIA Y N 11••23 0.00% o.ooe+oo 0.00% A
C4· C12 Olafina N/A y N 112.21 0.00% o.ooe+oo 0.00% A
C6 - C10 Naohthanas N/A Y N 112.21 0,00'% o.ooe+oo 0.00% A
C6· Cl0 Aromallcs N/A Y Y 78.11 0.00% O.OOE+OO 0.00%

TOTALS 100.00% 3.19E-02 100.00%

Wel9ht% TOC

W.lght% VOC
Weight % HAP

96.42%
96.40%

95.19%

EPA-453/R-95-017 Protocol for Equlpmanl Laak emission Estlmales crabla 2·1).
Z EPA.453/R.95-017 ProtOCol fo, Equipment Leak Emission Esllmales crable 5-2). Assumas monthly monitoring wllh laak dafin810n of 10.000 ppmv. .
, Assum.s monthly monRoring w/lh laak d.finRlon of 2,000 Ppmy '0' pumps In IIghlliquld sarvlca. Saa Pump LDAR Control EffactiYana" Calculallon paga.

Uncontrolled
FuoltIve Emissions .. SOCM/ Factors Controlled EmIssIons EmIssions
Equipment SOCMI TOc VOC Hours of VOC VOC

Type Emission Factorl % Control Source Emission Emission Operation Emissions Emissions
lkglhr-source) With LDAR Z., Count Rate Ik.lh') Rata (kglh 'I {tpyl (Ipyl

Valves-Gas 0.00597 92.00% 0 0.0000 0.0000 8760 O.DOE+OO O.OOE+OO
Valves·L1ghl Liquids 0.00403 88.00% 134 0.0625 0.0625 8760 6.03e-Ol 5,03E+00
V.lvas·Haavy Liquids 0.00023 0 0.0000 0.0000 8760 o.ooe+oo o.ooe+oo
Pump Saals-Llghl Liquids 0.01990 73.90% 22 0.1102 0.1101 8780 1.08E+00 4.07e+00
Pump SaSls·Haal')' LiqUids 0.00862 0 0.0000 0.0000 8780 O,OOE+OO o.ooe+oo
Compresssor Seals-Gas 0.22800 0 0.0000 0.0000 8780 o.ooe+oo o.ooe+oo
Reller Valv8s-0asNapor 0.10400 0 0.0000 0.0000 8780 o.ooe+oo o.ooe+oo
Connectors 0.00183 93.00% 95 0.0119 0.0119 8760 1.14E-01 1.83e+00
Open-ended Lines 0.00170 16 0.0262 0.0262 8760 2.53E-01 2.53e-Ol
Sampllna Connections 0.Q1500 20 0.2893 0.2892 8760 2.79E+00 2.79E+00
Totals 0.50 0.50 4.83 13.78,

HAP Emissions· SOCMI Factors Control/ed EmIssIons Uncontrolled EmIssions
HAP HAP

Individual HAP Hours of Emissions HAP emissions HAP emissions Emissions
HAP Weight % VOCWalght% Operation Ilblh') (tonlv,1 (Iblh') (tonly,)
COS 0,00% 96.40% 8760 O.OOE+OO o.ooe+oo o.ooe+oo O.OOE+OO
CI2 0.00% 96.40% 8760 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO o.oOE+OO O.OOE+OO
Hel 0,00% 96.40% 8760 O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO o.oOE+OO o.ooe+oo
MeOH 96.19% 96.40% 8760 1.10E+00 4,82E+00 3.14E+00 1.37E+01
C6 - C10 Aromatics 0.00% 96.40% 8760 O.OOE+OO O.QOE+OO O.OOE+OO O.OOE+OO
TOlal 1.10 4.82 3.1. 13.75
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DOCUMENT TEXT OBTAINED FROM EPA'S APPLICABILITY DETERMINAnON INDEX

Control Number: J020

Category: NSPS
Region: DSSE
Date: 05/03/1982
Title: Oil Shale Facilities
Recipient: Dattilo, A. A.
Author: Reich, Edward E.
Comments:

Subparts: Part 60 D Foss. Fuel Fi~ed Steam Gen. (post 8/17/71), Part 60 J Petroleum
RefIneries

References: 60.100,60.101, 60.101(g), 60.40

Abstract:

Are the facilities used for the processing ofoil shale subject to the requirements of
Subpart J?

The oil shale facility is a petroleum refmery. The process heaters and steam boiler are
subject to the Subpart J since the gas being burned is fuel gas.

",
'.
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DOCUMENT TEXT OBTAINED FROM EPA'S APPLICABILITY DETERMINATION INDEX

Letter:
Control Number: J020

May 03, 1982

Mr. A. A. Dattilo
Davy McKee Corporation
6200 Oak Tree Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44131

Dear Mr. Dattilo:

This letter is in response to your request dated March 29, 1982 for a determination of
applicability. Specifically, you have asked whether the facilities used for the processing
of oil shale are subject to the requirements ofthe New Source Performance Standards for
steam generators (Subpart D) or for petroleum refineries (Subpart J). ·We have
determined that the oil shale facility is a petroleum refmery as defmed in 40 CFR 60.101
and the process units are subject to the requirements ofSubpart 1.

In determining the applicability of Subpart J, it is necessary to examine the defmitions of
petroleum refinery, petroleum, fuel gas, and fuel gas combustion device in 60.101. As
stated in 60.101, "petroleum refmery" means any facility engaged in producing gasoline,
kerosene, distillate fuel oils, residual fuel oils, lubricants or other products through
distillation of petroleum.... The definition ofrefmery accurately describes the processing
being performed at the oil shale facility. Furthermore, the definition of "petroleum" is
defmed as "crude oil removed from the earth and the oils derived from tar sands, shale,
and coaL" The oil shale facility, therefore, is within the scope ofthese definitions.

Since it has been determined that the oil shale facility is a petroleum refinery as that term
is defined in Subpart J, it is necessary to determine whether your described process units
are designated affected facilities. Listed among the affected facilities are fuel gas
combustion devices; these devices are defmed in 60.101(g) as "any equipment, such as
process heaters, boilers, and flares used to combust fuel gas...." We have determined that·
the process heaters and steam boiler which you have described are subject to the
requirements in Subpart 1. This determination is based upon your description ofthe gases
being burned in the combustion devices meeting the definition of "fuel gas. Again
looking at 60.101, "fuel gas" means any gas which is generated at a petroleum refmery
and which is combusted. Fuel has also includes natural gas when the natural gas is
combined and combusted in any proportion with a gas generated at a refmery.

After examining your information on the oil shale facility and its process units along with
the defmitions in 60.101, we have concluded the process units are subject to the
requirements in Subpart J.
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DOCUMENT TEXT OBTAINED FROM EPA'S APPLICABILITY DETERMINATION INDEX

We have consulted with the Offices of Air Quality Planning and Standards and General
Counsel. They concur with this determination. Ifyou have any further questions
concerning this matter, please contact Ann Eastham of my staff at (202) 382-2876.

Edward E, Reich
(signed)

cc: Larry Jones - OAQPS
Gail Lacy - OAQPS
Rich Ossias - OGe
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Preface

This volume contains papers written for OTA to assist in preparation of the report
Increased Automobile Fuel Efficiency and Synthetic Fuels: Alternatives for Reducing
Oi/lmports.OTA does not endorse these papers. In several instances, the OTA report
reaches somewhat different conclusions because of additional information which was
obtained later. These papersl however, may prove valuable for readers needing more
detailed or specific information than could be accommodated in the final assessment
report, and are being made available for such purposes.
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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored
by the Congress of the United States, Office of Technology
Assessment. Neither the Congress of the United States nor
the Office of Technology Assessment, United States Congress,
nor any of its employees, nor any of their contractors, sub
contractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, expressed
or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any infor
mation, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or repre
sents that its use could not infringe privately owned rights.
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CHAPTER 3 OVERVIEW OF SELECTED SYNTHETIC FUEL CONVERSION
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Chapter 3: OVERVIEW OF SELECTED SYNTHETIC FUEL
CONVERSION PROCESSES

3.1 General Synfuel Processes

The General term " synfuel processes" applies to the following:

1. Upgrading of coal. to gaseous, liquid or solid products
with improved characteristics.

2. c reversion of the kerogen in oil shale to gaseous or
liquid fuels or products.

3. Recovery of petroleum crudes from non-conventional oil
resources such as heavy oils and tar sands.

Upgrading of coal by subjecting it to a reaction with steam at
high temperatures and pressures in the presence of air or oxygen, or
to hydrogen, with or without a catalyst, is called conversion. The
coal can be converted to gaseous (gasification) or liquid (lique
faction) hydrocarbons. The products have a much lower content of sulfur
than the original coal. Oil shale can be retorted by subjecting it to
high temperature and pressure, also producing gaseous or liquid
hydrocarbons. Catalysts are used in synfuel processes when there
is need to accelerate the reaction rates and affect the product state.

In this report, the following processes are included:

1. Coal gasification

·to medium Btu gas: generic
- to high Btu gas: generic

2. Coal Liquefaction

.by pyrolysis (none included)
-by solvent extrac~ion: liquid solvent refined coal (SRC II)

Exxon donor solvent (EDS)
- by catalytic liquefaction: H-coal
- by indirect liquefaction: Fischer-Tropsch (FT) Methanol

3. Oil shale retorting using:

·true in situ retorting (none included)
- modified in situ: generic

surface retorting: generic

3.2 Coal Gasification

The process by which coal is gasified involves reactions of
devolatization of coal with steam at elevated pressures and tempera
tures to produce CO and H20. Gasification of coal involves basically

3-1
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the following reaction between steam and carbon:

C + Air or Oxygen + H2 0 CO + H2 + Heat

'There are mmy processes by which cc:al can J:e gasified producing
law-, rredium- or high-Btu gas. 'The definitions of tbe beat content
of each of then are"not rigorous. Low-Btu gas is a mixture of carbon
monoxide, hydrogen and nitrogen,It has a heating value of less than
300 Btu per standard cubic foot' (Reference No. 25)=. This gas is of
interest to industry either as a combustible fuel or as a raw material
from which ammonia, methanol, and other compounds may be synthesized.
Due to the low heating value, it cannot command high enough prices to
justify long distance transport. Medium-Btu gas is·a mixture of
methane carbon.moiloxiderhydrogen, and other gases. It has a heating
value between 300 and 700 Btu per standard cubic foot (Reference No. 25) .
It is suitable as a fuel for industrial consumers, but because of its low
heating value, is not economic to transport over great distances. Righ
Btu gas consists essentially of methane. It has a heating value of
appro:approximately 1000 Btu per standard cubic foot, and is compatible with
natural gas in that it can be substituted for natural gas in existing
pipeline systems.

Coal gasification processes can be divided into three major process
typ-es according mainly to the way in which· the feedstock coal, steam,
ana. the product gases are contacted. They are:

1. Fixed bed gasification in which the crushed, sized coal
is fed from the top of the reactor vessel. Steam, air
or Oxygen are blown upwardly.

2, Fluidized bed gasification in wch tbe finely· sized ooal
particles are "fluidized" by tbe stearn, air or ~en, which
are piped through them.

3. Entrained bed gasification: in which the even finer coal
particles are blown into the reacting gas stream prior to
entry into the. reactor. The coal partlcles are suspended
in the gas phase, and are filtered and recycled until a
product gas with a suitable heating value is produced.

Figure 3.1 (Reference No. ~) describes the main features of these
three processes.

Usually, lml-Btu gas has a heating val~ tel-ow 200 Bm per SCf i
and rrediun-Btu gas ran;res in heating value between 300 - 350 Em per
Scf .

3- 2
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Figure 3.1: Basic Coal Gasification Processes
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Figure 3.2 (Reference No. 31) is a schematic diagram of coal
gasification. It represents the whole coal gasification fuel cycle{
including the production of low-, medium- or high-Btu gas. All of
these gasification processes share a number of process steps. If
high-Btu, pipeline-quality gas is desired, essentially all of the
following process steps are required. In some cases, some of them
may be omitted, depending on the type of coal being processed and
the type of gas product desired. The process steps are.as follows
(Reference No. 2~) ..

1. Pretreatment of coa12 (if sizing or caking are problems)

2. Primary gasification of coal.

3. Secondary gasification of carbonaceous residue from
primary gasifier.

4. Removal of CO2 , H2S, and other acid gases.

5. shift conversion for adjustment of the carbon monoxide/
hydrogen mole ratio to the desired 1: 3..

6. Catalytic methanation of the carbon monoxide/hydrogen
mixture to form methane.

Pretreatment

The coal received at the plant must be further cleaned and crushed
or ground before it can enter the gasifier. Extaneous materials such
as shale{ rocks, metal, etc. are removed by conventional cleaning
methods. For fluidized or entrained gasification processes, the coal
needs to be finely ground. Crushing and sizing may also be required
for other processes. In the case of certain bituminous coals called
caking coals, agglomeration of the material is observed when they are
heated. Treatment is needed if they are to be gasified by fluidized or
Moving bed processes{ or even in fixed bed reaction. The caking
characteristics are destroyed when the coal is heated to low
temperatures in the presence of air or oxygen.

2 Pretreai!nent of coal by partial oxidation with air or oxygen is not
in general a cost-effective approach to destroying the caking characte
ristics of certain coals{ such as Eastern~ coals, because of the
loss of Btu values of the coal in producing CX>2 & H,o. The caking
problan is a serious problem in the processing of sucn coals am limits
the applicability of current a::nm=rcial gasifiers such as the dry-bottan
Lurgi to Western S~i~ coals and lignite.

3-4
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Figure 3.2: Schematic Diagram of Coal Gasification
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Primary Gasification

This is the heart of the process, and is basically a
pyrolysis process of the raw coal. The coal feed is con
tacted with synthesis gas (carbon monoxide and hydrogen) ,
The coal is devolatized according to the f~llowing general
reaction (Reference No. 25 ) ,

COAL + HEAT (Pyrolysis) + Methane, water, tars, phenols,
hydrogen sulfide, hydrogen,
carbon dioxide, char, etc.

The pressures used for gasification range from atmos
pheric pressure to 1000 psi. The heat required to maintain
the endothermic gasification reaction is supplied from
burning coal. Air or oxygen are also needed to support the
combustion reaction. If air is used, the product is low
Btu gas ranging from essentially a carbon monoxide/hydrogen
mixture (Koppers-Totzek process) to mixtures containing
various proportions of carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, water, methane, hydrogen sulfide, nitrogen, and
typical products of pyrolysis such as tar, oils, phenols,
etc. If oxygen is used, medium Btu 'gas results.

The bulk of the ,original coal is transformed into a
solid char. Certain coals are more "reactive H to gasifi
cation than others. Thus ,the type of coal being processed
determines to a large "extent the amount of char produced,
and the analysis of the gaseous products. The char is
usually gasified by additional processing steps, or is
marketed.

Secondary Gasification

Secondary gasification involves the gasification of
char from the primary gasifier. This is usually done by
reacting the hot char with water vapor to produce carbon
monoxide and hydrogen.

If the desired final product is either low- or medium
Btu gas, secondary gasification is usually followed by
scrubbing and cleaning. Carbon dioxide and sulfur com
pounds are partially removed, and the result-ing gas is
used directly. If high-Btu gas is desired, shift conversion
and methanation are further required.

Shift Conversion

In most gasification processes, a shift reaction is
employed prior to methanation. Its-purpose is to react

3-6
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a portion of .the carbon monoxide with steam to' form more
hydrogen.

+ CO. + H"
.L. .to

By this exothermic reaction the ratio of carbon monoxide
to hydrogen may be increased to 1:3 mole ratio needed to
produce methane. Otherwise, deactivation of the catalyst
used in the methanation takes place.

The catalytic shift conversion reaction is a well
known process, but it has not been applied on the large
scale required for commercial coal gasification. For
coal gas shifting, conventional iron-chromium catalysts
may be USedi however, the coal gas stream must be purified
prior to shifting (Reference No. 25).

Methanation

If carbon· monoxide and hydrogen are present in the
mole ratio of 1: 3, the coal gas can be reacted in the
presence of a catalyst to produce methane. Group VII'
transition elements such as iron, cobalt, nickel, ruthen
ium, rhodium, palladium, osmium, iridium, and platinum
have been found to be effective catalysts. The following
exothermic reactions occur simultaneously within the
methana t ion unit (Ref erence No. 25 ).

co + 3H. -+ CH 4
+ H2O

CO 2
+4H -+ CH4 + 2H 2O

CO + H2O -+ co. + '2.L.

2CO 0+- CO2 + c

Special care must be taken to prevent deactivation of
the catalyst by temperatures above 750°F. It can also be
Poisoned by carbon deposition. These can be circumvented
by ensuring that the mixture of carbon monoxide and hydro
gen shall be fed to the methanator in the ratio of 1:3.
Scrubbing of sulfur from the synthesis gas feed is employed
to alleviate sulfur poisoning of the catalyst.,

The final step to prepare high Btu gas for marketing
is to remove water to specified levels. The product gas
usually undergoes compression prior to storage ormarket
ing.

3-7
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3.3 Coal Liquefaction

303.1 General

Coal liquefaction processes are conversion processes
in which liquids are the primary products. Some gases and
solid char may also be produced.

There are two basic routes to coal liquefaction, namely
direct and indirect liquefaction. In direct processes,
slurried crushed coal is reacted directly with hydrogen
at high temperature and pressure conditions to produce
liquid hydrocarbons. In indirect liquefaction, coal is
first gasified to produce a hydrogen-and carbon monoxide
mixture. Further recombination with the aid of a catalyst
produces liquid products.

Direct liquefaction is further broken down into three
generic processes, namely: pyrolysis, solvent extraction,
and catalytic liquefaction. The yields and physical prop
erties of the produced liquid products depend directly on
the reactor conditions and degree of hydrogenation.

Pyrolysis

In pyrolysis processes, coal is heated to temperatures
above 750°F. It is converted into gases, liquids, and char.
The latter accounts for more than 50 percent of the weight
of the feed coal and requires hydrogenation. Some amount
of solids remain in the raw gas and liquid products. They
consist of unreacted coal and ash, and can be relatively
easily removed from the gas stream. But the liquid requires
filtration, distillation, or some other treatment to remove
the solids.

Solvent Extraction

This process makes use of coal derived liquids known
as "donor" solvents to increase the fraction of the coal
that goes into solution. The "donor" solvents act as •
source of hydrogen to the coal products, and are reacted
together at temperatures up to 950°F. Hydrogen may be
supplied under pressure in the extraction step, or it may
be used to hydrogenate the solvent prior to recycle. In
some processes the unreacted coal is used to generate the
necessary hydrogen. In other processes, the hydrogen is
generated from by-product gases or from additional raw
coal.

3-8
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Catalytic Liquefaction

In this process, pulverized coal is mixed with 1-1.5 parts of
recycle solvent. A suitable catalyst is used to add hydrogen. Most
precesses of this type operate in the liquid phase with catalyst dis
persed throughout or in a fixed bed. Some prccesses now in the development
stage involve the injection of catalyst-impregnated coal into a stream
of hot hydrogen at about 950 0 F for a very short time (Reference No. 25) .

Indirect Liquefaction

Two stage conversion of coal typifies indirect liquefaction processes.
Coal is first reacted with steam and oxygen to produce a gas composed
primarily of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. This gas stream is subsequently
purified to remove sulfur, nitrogen, and ash. The product gas is then
catalytically reacted to yield liquid hydrocarbon products.

Figure 3.3 (Reference No. 31) presents a schematic diagram of the
basic liquefaction processes. Each of them produces several types of
products and sane gas, which may be used within the plant. '

Removal of solids from coal liquids is a critical step in most of
these liquefaction processes. Although there is currently a trend
toward elimination of the solid-liquid separation step by the recovery
of a solids-laden vacuum bottoms stream for gasification, most existing
plant designs call for some type of physical/chemical solids removal
systen. 3 The three processes receiving the most current interest are
critical solvent deashing, antisolvent. deashing, and pressure filtration
(Reference No. 22l...

Separation of ash and unreacted coal particulate from coal
liquids is difficult because of the small size and large quantity of
the solid particles, the snail density difference between solids and
the liquid, and the high viscosity and melting point of the liquids.
The Kerr McGee Corporation has been developing a separation technique
which utilizes solvents such as benzene, toluene, xylene, pyridene,
and cresols near their critical temperature and pressure, hence the
term solvent deashing (Reference No-. 2~,

3
Solid\liquid separation is a critical step only in direct liquefaction

process. Most modern coal hydroliquefaction processes in the pilot
plant stage of development, such as SRCII , EDS t H-Coal (syncrude rode)
do not require a solid/liquid separation stage. .

3·9
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)"ir;ul'e 3.3j Schematic DiaGram of tho fiasic Liquefaction Pl'ocesses*
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3.3.2 Liquid Solvent Refined Coal (SRCII)

The BReI process was developed to convert high-sulfur, high-ash
coals to low-sulfur and ash solid fuels. The SRCII is the same kind
of process, except the product is a liquid rather than a solid. This
is achieved by adding more hydrogen through the followinq steps:

1. Recycling of a portion of the product slurry as' solvent for
the feed coal.

2. Higher residence time in dissolver.

3. Higher pressure.

4. Use, of vacuum distillation to separate solids from liquid,
rather than the troublesome filtration step employed in BRCI

Figure 3.4 is a schematic diagram of the SRCII process (Reference
No. 35). Table 3.1 summarizes the components, resource requirements,
'and potential impacts of this process (Reference No. 17) . The feed
coal is first pulverized to less than 1/8" size, dried and, mixed with
process derived solvent in a slurry mix tank (Reference No. 35) . Feed
coal is limited to those containing certain trace mineral elements
which may be required to act as catalysts for the breaking of solids to
liquids in the liquefaction reaction4 (Reference No. 291. Hqwever,
in cases where the problem is concentration rather than the presence of
specific trace ~lements, a recycle of residue may broaden the allowable
coal feeds (Reference No. 29). The coal slurry is then mixed with
hydrogen generated by gasification of the vacuum bottoms from the
liquefaction step and reacting with steam and oxygen in a gasifier-converter.
The slurry is pumped through a preheater (700 to 750°F) and passed
through a dissolver (2000 psi, 820 to 870°F) to dissolve about 90
percent of the coal (Reference No. 35) . The following additional
reactions take Place in the dissolver- (Reference No. 3~.

1. The coal is depolymerized and hydrogenated.

2. The solvent is hydrocracked to form lower molecular weight
hydrocarbons, ranging from light oil to methane.

3. Much of the organic sulfur is removed in the form' of
hydrogen sulfide.

The sultry stream from the dissolver is sI?lit into two. One is
recycled to provide solvent for coal slurry mlxing. The other is
fractionated to recover the primary

4 Opinions di£fer al::out th= role of the trace minerals as catalysts.
The' primary "catalyst" in the SRCII process may well be the pyritic
mineral matter contained in the coal and not "trace mineral ~lements. "
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products which consist of naphtha, low sulfur fuel oil,
and a vacuum residue which is separated from the solution
in a filtration unit. The residue consists of heavy oil,
ash and undissolved organic material from the coal
(Reference No. 25).

The gases from the dissolver are treated to remove
hydrogen sulfide and carbon dioxide. Liquid petroleum
gases and pipeline gas are separated in a cryogenic sepa
ration unit. Unreacted hydrogen is recovered and recycled.

Recent developments have resulted in increased
efficiency of the SRCII process. A combination of solid
and liquid products are produced. A wide range of pro
ducts can be obtained depending on the severity of re-
cycling. Table 3.2 (Reference No. 25 ) shows the
properties of a typical mix of products.

3.3.3. Exxon Donor Solvent (EDS)

The process is similar to SRCII, except that the major
portion of the hydrogen supplied as part of the solvent is
chemically combined rather than in the form of a free dis
solved gas (Reference No. 29). A schematic diagram of
the process is illustrated in Figure 35 '. (Reference No.

35 ). Crushed coal is liquefied in a reactor at 800
880°F and 1500 - 2000 psig (Reference No. 25 ). The
reaction is non-catalytic, in the presence of molecular
hydrogen and the hydrogen-donor solvent, which transfers
hydrogen to the coal. The product from the liquefaction
reactor is separated into two portions. One part is sent
to the solvent hydrogenation unit to produce donor solvent.
It is a catalytically hydrogenated recycle stream which is
fractionated from the middle boiling range of the liquid
product, and has a boiling range of 400 - 850°F (Reference
No. 25). After hydrogenation, the solvent is mixed with
fresh coal feed, heated in a furnace, and pumped into the
liquefaction reactor.

The other portion from the product liquefaction re
actor is a slurry. It is separated by distillation into
gas, naphtha, middle distillate, and a bottom product that
contains heavy liquid, untreated coal and mineral matter.
The vacuum bottoms slurry is cooked to produce additional
liquids.

The major advantages of the EDS process are:

1. High yields of low sulfur liquids are obtained
from bituminous and sub-bituminous coals or
ligni tes (Reference No. 25 ). A yield
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TABLE 3.2

TYPICAL PROPERTIES OF SRC FUELS
USING RECYCLE SRC II PROCESS

Solid Fuel Distillate Fuel

Gravity: 'API -18.3 5.0

Approximate Boiling Range: IF 800+ 400-800

Fusion Point: IF 350

Flash Point: 'F 168

Viscosity: SUS at 100°F 50

Sulfur* : Percent 0.8 0.3 .

Nitrogen* : Percent 2.0 0.9

Heating Value: Btu/lb. 16,000 17,300

* Assuming Western Kentucky coal feed with 4%Sulfur and 2% Nitrogen.

SOURCE: Reference 15
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of 2.6 barrels of liquids per ton of dry coal is
typical for an Illinois bituminous coal (Reference
No. 25 ).

2. The only by-products of significance are ammonia
and elemental sulfur (Reference No. 25 ).

3. There is wide flexibility in product distribution
by varying liquefaction conditions or adjusting
solvent properties (Reference No. 25 ).

The typical properties of the products from the EDS
process are shown in Table.3.3 (Reference No'. 25 J.
An estimated heat balance is given in Table 3.4 (Reference
No. 35).

3.3.4 H-Coal

The H-coal process converts coal to hydrocarbon liquids
by hydrogenation with a cobalt-molybdenum catalyst. An"
ebullated bed reactor is employed. The liquid products
may range from a heavy boiler fuel to a synthetic crude
product (Reference No. 25 ).

Figure 3.6 (Reference No. 35 ) is a schematic dia-
gram of the H-coal process. Coal is first crushed to minus
60 mesh, dried, and then slurried with recycled oils at
pressures of approximately 200 atmospheres (Reference No.
2 ~ ) "Mixing of the slurry with compressed hydrogen
follows, and the mixture is preheated. The materlal is
pumped to the bottom of the ebullated bed reactor, with
the-upward flow of slurry through the reactor maintaining
the catalyst in a fluidized state (i.e. random motion) .
The catalyst needs periodic additions of fresh catalyst
and withdrawals of spent portions. Typical temperatures
of the slurry entering the reactor are 650 - 700°F
(Reference No. 25 ). The finely divided coal and ash

particles flowing through the ebullating bed are removed
with liquid and vapor products.

The reactor effluent is separated into recycle and
net product streams. Conventional processing equipment
is used. The liquid stream is distilled to produce a
mixture of light distillate and a heavy distillate pro
duct. Gaseous products composed of hydrocarbon gas,
hydrogen sulfide and ammonia are separated. A' portion
of the heavy distillate is recycled as the slurrying medium.

The operating conditions of the H-Coal piocess can be
altered to produce various types of primary products. For
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"AB'tE' ... 3:'3

DONOR SOLVENT PRODUCT ANALYSES

1
Heavy Naphtha- 200 o C+ Fuel Oil

Raw Hydrotreated Raw Hydrotreated
Liquid Liquid Liguid Liguid

Nominal Boiling Range I Ie 70/200 70/200 200/540 200/540

Distillation{ 15/5°C

10 wt 9- 106 92 247 239• 0

50 wt. % 180 157 368 347
90 wt. % 199 182 433 412

Density (g / cm3) 0.87 0.80 1.08 1. 01

Elemental Analysis { wt. 9-
0

c 85.60 86.80 89.40 90.80
H 10.90 12.90 7.70 8.60
0 2.82 0.23 1.83 0.32
N 0.21 0.06 Q.66 0.24
s 0.47 0.005 0.41 0.04

-Higher Heating Value MJ/kg 42.6 44.9 39.8 42.1

1Exc1udes C
6

/700C naphtha cut

SOURCE: Reference 25
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Tab I e 3.4

Estimated Heat Balance for a Commercial Scale EDS Plant

System Products

Liquids
Sulfur, ammonia

System Losses

Ash, combustibles and sensible
heat

Stack losses
Energy losses via water and air

Liquefaction and solven t
hydrogenation (9.80%)

Flexicoking (6. 44 %)
Hydrogenation and recovery

(6.72%)
II By-product recovery, offsites,

and miscellaneous (3.18%)
Other miscellaneous

Energy In put

Coal (cleaned)*
Electrical power**

Btu/day
(10 Btu's)

323,071
8,309

26,082
20,039

136,853

8,309

488,761
34,702

Percent of Total
Energy Input

61. 72
1.59

5.13 .
3.83 .

26.14

1.59

93.37
6.63

* Coal - III inois No.6; 10,574 Btu/lb as received prior to cleaning

** Power based on 8,500 Btu/kwh to generate

SOURCE: Reference 35
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example, relatively high temperatures and high hydrogen partial.
pressures are used to produce a synthetic crude products. Vacuum
distillation is used to separate the solids from'the liquid phase. If
gas and oil are desired, lower temperatures and pressures are used
(Reference No. 25) . Conversion and yield structure are detf?rmY ned by
reactor conditions, catalyst replacement rate, and recycle slurry oil
composition (Reference No. 221..

Table3.5 (Reference No. 25) summarizes the properties 9£ both the
fuel oil syncrude products from H-coal.

Table 3.6 (Reference No. 17) summarizes the components', resources
and potential impacts from H-coal-process. It requires between 14, 000
and 20,000 standard cubic feet of hydrogen for each ton of coal produced.
Hydrogen consumption depends on the type of product produced, with
less hydrogen required during the production of residual oil (Reference
No. 2iL .

3.3.5 Fischer-Tropsch Process

A commercial plant using a modification of this process is currently
operaing in South Africa (Reference No. 36). This is the only
commercial sized plant producing synfuels. Table 3.7 (Reference No. 322.
is an overview of this plant. ---

In the Fischer-Tropsch process the coal is initially gasified
(for description of gasification see section 3.2 of this report) . The

synthesis gas is then converted to largely aliphatic hydrocarbons using
an iron or cobalt catalyst.

Figure 3.7 (Reference No. 35) is a schematic diagram of the SA SOL
I plant, which utilizes the Fischer-Tropsch process. Thirteen high
pressure gasifiers convert coal in the presence of steam and oxygen to
medium Btu gas containing mainly carbon monoxide, tars and oils. The
product gas is then cleaned of carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, organic
sulfur, ammonia, and phenols. The cleaned gas is then subjected to
the catalytic Fischer-Tropsch reaction which produces a mixture of gases,
liquid hydrocarbons, and an aqueous chemical mixture that must be
further processed to set the desired plant output .

The cleaned gas from the Lurgi gasifiers is partitioned into two
streams. One stream is reacted in a fixed bed catalytic reactor to
produce straight chain and medium boiling oils, diesel oil, LPG, and
some alcohols. Operating conditions are 450°F and 360 psig (Reference
No. 35). The other stream is combined with reformed product gas to
increase the hydrogen to carbon ratio. It is reacted in a fluidized bed reactor
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TABLE 3.5

PROPERTIES OF H-COAL DISTILLATES
FROM ILLINOIS NO. 6 COAL LIQUIDS

Property

Fuel Oil
<203°C >203°C

distillate distillate

Syncrude
<197°c >1970C

distillate distillate

Specific gravity,
60· /60·F

Gravity, 'API

Pour point, ASTM D-97 r
F

Color I ASIM D-1500 or
(BuMines description)

Kinematic viscosity
@ 100°F, ASTM D-455,
C.

Saybolt viscosity I SUS,
lOooF

Sulfur (Bomb)
ASTM D-129, wt-pet

Nitrogen, Kjeldahl,
Wt-pet

Carbon residue
(Conradson) ASTM-524,

Wt-pet

SOURCE: Reference 25

0.864

32.3

<5

NPA6

1.08

0.13

0.420

o

0.979

13.0

<5

Brownish
black

3.87

39

0.29

0.446

2.33

3-22

0.838

37.4

<5

NPA4-l/2

0.96

0.06

0.212

o

1. 025

6.6

<5

Brownish
black

14.90

77

0.35

0.87l

5.44
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TABLE 3.7

OverY iews on SASOL I and SASOL II, based on reference 8, follow:

LOCAT ION:

DEseR I PTION:

SIZE:

STATUS:

YEARS OPERATION:

COAL TYPE:

MAJOR PRODUCTS:

LOCATION:

DESCRIPTION:

SIZE:

STATUS:

COAL TYPE:

MAJOR PRODUCTS:

SASOL 1

Sasolburg, South Africa

Gasification in Lurgi gasifiers

Two Fischer-Tropsch synthesis units i

1) ARGE fixed-bed unit, temp. 230·Ci
press.23 atm.i catalyst, pelleted
precipitated iron.

2) Kellogg SYNTHOL process, hlgh- .
velocity entrained-flow reaction
using a doubly promoted i ron
catalyst.

10,000 bpd

in commercial production since 1956

24

Subbituminous

Liquid fuels, chemicals, and fuel gas.

SASOL II

Secunda, South Africa

Gasification in Lurgi gasifiers,

Fischer-Tropsch synthesis unit using the
Kellogg SYNTHOL process

Nominal 40,000 b P d

Anticipate ready for commissioning in 1980

Subbituminous

Liquid fuels (gasoline is the major product).

SOURCE: Reference 35
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at 620%' and 330 psig, (Reference No. 35). The main products are gasoline,
fuel oil fractions, and various chemical products. The gasoline has a
lower octane rating than the one derived from petroleum crude. The
products produced do not fit well into existing markets .. However, Mobil
oil Corporation has developed catalysts ,that improve the~quantity and
quali ty of gasoline (Reference No. 29).

3.3.6 Methanol Process

The production of methanol from synthesis gas is a specialized app
lication of the Fischer-Tropsch reaction. Whereas the F-T process produces
liquid fuels and chemical products, the Mobil methanol process produces
gasolines. The schematic outline of this process is given in Figures
3.8 and 3.9 (Reference No. 35) . Table 3.8 '(Reference No. 35) presents
a cx:rn:miro of the the:r:rral efficiencies of the Fiscber-Tropsch and the
tv'bbi1.. rretbanol-to-gasoline process.

In the Mobil methanol liquefaction process, synthesis gas is produced
from coal by any of·the mediun-Btu coal-gasification processes. The
synthesis gas is converted to methanol by a number of catalytic processes •
The reaction is exothermic, The yield of methanol is optimized by using
high pressures and low temperatures, optimum type and shape of catalysts,
and of recycling of the unreacted gases.

The conversion of methanol to gasoline is a separate catalytic
conversion process. The Mobil conversion process dehydrates methanol,
then rearranges the carbon and hydrogen atoms. The zeolite catalysts
employed in the process (called Z8M-S class catalysts) have a unique
~hannA The pore openings are of the right size to limit the
size of the product molecules that can pass through then.
the conversion proceeds to conventional high quality gasoline Reference No. 25 ) .

Table 3.9 (Reference NO. 25) summarizes the overall material and
energy balances of the methanol-to-gasoline conversion process.

Table 3,9 (Reference No, 25) shows typical product yields produced
from methanol by this conversion process.

5 Even though r:o ccmnercial dsronstration plants of the "indirect 1/ coal
methaool"'9'asoline process has been built as of this date, this route is
considered by many authorities to be a very pranising way to get gasoline
fran coal. There are several proposed studies and plants under instruction
in the U. S. USll'XJ this process (see Apper.dix chart) . Also, N6'/ Zealand
Liquid Fuels Trust Board (Report No. LF 5502, 10/31/79) bas a large Mobil-
M gasoline plant 1ID.der coostruction (expected to beca:ne operational by
1983-5) .
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Table 3.8

Thermal Efficiencies

Methanol-to-Gasoline 7 Fischer-Tropsch7

coal
Coal Fines (excess)
Methanol

Total Input

output

SNG
C3 LPG
C.LPG
10 RVP Gasoline
Diesel Fuel
Heavy Fuel oil

subtotal

Alcohols
sulfur
Ammonia
Power

Total Output

Btu/hour
(lC' Btu)

19,383
(872)

18,511

6{067
247
385

4{689

11{388

19
83
18

11,508

Percent of
Input

32.8
1.3
2.1

25.3

0.1
0.5
0.1

62.2

Btu/hour
(106 Btu)

19{708

3

7,243
176

26
2{842

514
147

10 ,948

290
19
83
11

11,351

Percent of
Input

36.8
0.9
0.1

14.4
2.6
0.7

55.5

1.5
0.1
0.4
0.1

57.6

6 Thermal efficiencies are highly dependent on product mix.

7 The ~~ liquefaction processes ~ here may re·Considered as
gasification processes for SNG, with the major roprcduct being galosine,
e.g. I for the "Fischer-Tropsch process ll shown, the yield of. SNG is 1.45
roE/tim of coal, with a gasoline yield of 0.58 roE/ron of coal. It is
thus not representative of the SASOL-II process which anphasizes the
production of liquid fuels. .

8 Direct t.hennal equivalent value (the:rmal efficiencies are highly
deperrlent on product mix (see Section 7. 5) .
SO~: Reference 35
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TABLE 3.9

METHANOL-TO-GASOLINE BALANCES

Methanol -+ Hydrocarbons + Water

Material Balance

Energy Balance:

100 tons

100 Btu

44 tons

95 Btu

45 tons

a Btu

YIELDS FROM METHANOL

Average Bed Temperature,OF

Pressure, psig

Space velocity (WHSV)

Yields, wt % of charge

Methanol + Ether
Hydrocarbons
Water
co, CO 2

Coke, Other

Hydrocarbon products, wt % .
Light gas
Propane
Propylene
i-Butane
n-Butane
Butenes
Cs + Gasoline

Gasoline (including alkylates) , .
wt, % (96 RON, 9 RVP)

LP Gas, wt %

Fuel Gas, wt %

SOURCE: Reference 25
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1.0

0.2
43.5
56.0

0.1
0.2

100.0

5.6
5.9
5.0

14.5
1.7

. 7.3
60.0

100.0

88.0

6.4

5.6
100.0
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3.4 Oil Shale Retorting

3.4.1. General

Oil shale resources vary.widely in their oil y i e Ids. High grade
shale is normally defined as a deposit that averages 3D or more gallons
of gil per ton of shale. Low grade shale averages 10 to 3D,gallons per
ton (Reference No.7) . Several factors determine whether or not an oil
shale deposit is recoverable. These include oil yield (usually equal
or above 20 gallons per ton) I zone thickness I overburden thickness, the
presence 0 f 0 the r rna t e ria 1 s in the shale, availability of needed
resources such as waterand services, and location relative: to markets.

There are two major routes for converting oil shale to liquid or
gaseous fuels. They are:

1. Conventional mining followed by surface retorting (heating) ,
and

2, In situ (in place) retorting

In addition, there is modified in situ. In this process, the perme
ability (i.e., void volume) of oil shale deposits is increased in order
to enhance the in situ retorting by rerroving sare of the shale. 'The
rrethods of rein@ or increasing the permeability of the oil shale deposits
are explained in reference !L

3.4.2. Surface Retorting

In surface retorting of oil shale, the heating takes place above
ground. The shale is crushed to the right size, and fed into a retorting
vessel. Heating the shale to between 800°F and 1000°, F remove s abut 75
percent of the kerogen from the shale (Reference No.8) . Different
retorting precesses apply heat to the shale in different ways. Gas or non
combustible solids such as sand or ceramic balls can be used as heat
carriers. The vapor produced during the heat@ is condensed to form
crude shale oil. It can be further upgraded and refined to produce
more marketable products.

As a generic surface retorting process, TOSCO II is described.
Itsschematic diagram is given in Figure 3.10 (Reference No._B).

Shale deposits yielding less than10gallons of oil per ton are
normally omitted from USGS resource estimates.
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Raw oil shale is crushed to 1/2 inch and preheated to 500 0 F.
It is mixed with hot ceramic balls 3/4 inch in diameter and at 1200'F
in a retorting Pyrolysis drum (Reference No. 25) . About two tons
of balls mix with every ton of shale. The oil shale is heated to
900'F, releasing hydrocarbon vapors from the kerogen. The spent
shale and the balls pass to the sealed accumulator vessel, in which
the balls are separated from the shale by a heavy duty rotating cylinder
with numerous holes. The balls are lifted by a bucket elevator to
the gas fired ball heater, which heats the balls to 1270'F by
direct contact heat exchanger. The spent shale goes through
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FIGURE 3,10
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a special heat exchanger which cools the shale for disposal
and produces steam for plant use. Then the spent shale is
quenched with water and moisturized to 14 percent, a level
proper for disposal.

Hot flue gas from the ball heater is used to lift
raw shale to a point at which it can subsequently flow
by gravity into the pyrolysis drum. The flue gas also
heats the raw shale to approximately SOOOF.

Table 3.10 (Reference No. 25 .) summarizes the
basic material balance for a Tasca II retort module.

TABLE 3.10

BASIC MATERIAL BALANCE FOR
A TaSCa II RETORT MODULE

Oil Shale

Feed rate, TPSD

Fischer Assay, GPT

Pipelineable Shale Oil Product

production rate, BPSD

Properties
Gravity, *API
Viscosity (SSU @ 30°F)
Pour Point, 'F

10,700

20

28.6

800
30

Table 3.11 (Reference No. 35 ) summarizes the
energy balance for a plant producing 47,000 barrels per
day. Table 3.12 (Reference No. 17 ) summarizes the
components, resource requirements and potential impacts
of surface oil shale retorting.
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Tab I e 3.11

Estimated Energy Balance For a TOSCO II PIant
producing 47,000 BPSD* Upgraded Shale Oil

From 35 Gallons Per Ton Oil Shale

Btu/hour Percent of Total
(10 Btu 's) Energy Input

Product Output

Product oil 10.30 58.00
LPG 0.70 3.94

Diesel fuel 0.11 0.62

System Losses

Spent shale and moisture 1.78 10.02
Residual carbon (coke) 0.93 5.24
Ammonia 0.11 0.62
Sui fu r 0.06 0.34
Cooling water 1.07 6.02
Water evaporat on on shale 0.25 1.41
Losses (includ ing flue gas 2.45 13.79

heat)

Energy Input 17.76 100.0

Raw shale 17.00 95.72
Steam 0.53 2.98
Electrical en e rg y 0.23 1.30

* BPSD" = barrels per stream day

SOURCE: Reference 35
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3.4.3 Modified In Situ Retorting

occidental modified in situ oil shale retorting pro
cess is selected as representative. It involves the mining
out of about 10 to 25 percent of the shale deposit. This
mined portion would presumably be retorted by one of the
surface retorting processes, or if its oil content is too
low, will be treated as waste (Reference No. 37 ).

Figure 3.11 (Reference No. 8 ) represents in
schematic form a generic modified in situ oil shale re-
torting process. \ Figure 3.12 (Reference No. 37 I
is a more detailed description of the Occidental modified
in situ retorting process. As observed in Figure 3.12 ,
in steps A or the pre-detonation phase, drifts. (cnairibers)
are excavated at the top and bottom of the shale deposit,
which is about 300 feet-thick. An interconnecting shaft
is dug to connect the drifts. Rooms with a volume of
about-IS to 20 percent of the eventual volume of the
planned chamber are then mined. Shot holes are drilled
to allow blasting of the shale oil to produce the desired
fragmentation.

In the burn phase, the explosives in the shot holes
are detonated. A rubble-filled chamber is created which
can function as a batch retort. The percentage of void
space and the particle size distribution of the rubble
are a function of the explosive loading. Connections are
made to air/gas recycle and air supply compressors. An
outside heat source (e. g., off gas or oil from other re
torts) is used for heating the rubble at the top of the
retort. oil shale and hydrocarbon gases are produced
which move downward. Residual carbon is left on the spent
shale.

The retorting reaction is terminated after a predeter
mined amount of. the rubble has been retorted by hal ting
the external heating supply. The residual carbon is
utilized to continue the combusion process, which now does
not need external heating. The flame front moves downwards,
preceded by the liquid and gaseous products retorted from
the shale by the hot, oxygen-deficient combusion gases. The
liquid hydrocarbons collect in a sump, from which they are
pumped to the surface. The gaseous by~products are used
partially, with steam, as a recycle stream to control the
oxygen content of the inlet gas. The four distinct zones
that develop during the retorting are shown in Figure 3.11

Table_ 3.13 _ (Reference No. 17 ) summarizes the
corrponents, re'source requirements, and potential impacts
of modified in situ retorting.
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Figure 3.11: Modified in Situ Retortin~..
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Figure 3.12: Occidental Modified In Situ Retorting
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3.5 comparison of the Various Synfue I Systems With Respect to
Resource Requlrements 19

In order to estimate the resource requirements of the coal and
oil shale fuel cycles we need first to assess their energy,utilization
efficiencies. These are summarized in Table 3.14.

The resmrce requirements of coal and oil shale energy,: systems per
10'Btu of product delivered to end user are given in Tables 3.15 and
3.16. Tables 3.17 and 3.18 convert these requirements to energy
systems producing 50,00o-narrels of oil equivalent per day.

Manpower requir errents for q;.erating and rraintenance labor of
mal conversion plants are given" in Reference ~.

They are:

Plant operators
Operating supervisors
Maintenance labor
Maintenance labor supervisors 30
Administration 30

Total m
These manpower requirements are for a basic (ESCOE) coal conversion

plant that consumes 25,000 tons of coal per day with 22.4 million
Btu/ton and produces 50,000 bbl/day liquids output. ,

Very considerable variations exist in the literature in respect
to manpower requirements for the other phases of the fuel cycle. They
depena on such variables as methods of mining, location of ~ine, kind
of transportation system and extent of beneficiation. A table indicating
the ranges of variables is given in the footnote in respect to the
conversion plants.

10 Limitations of Data Sources: Evaluations carried out in this reFOrt are
often sub ject to great tm~\ nties because:

(1) Tre information available is only of preliminary nature.: There are no
full scale operati.r.g synfuel plants in the U. S. (subject to U. S. siting
oonsiderations) , so that data needs to be extrapolated fran pilot
plants with many uncertainties of scale &rl dissimilar~ties ~ia~

with the extra£X'lation, as well as specific sitin:]' and f eedstock
characteristics discussed l:el.cw.
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10 (cent' d)

(2) There are variations among sources which are often due to different
assumptions or local influences. Changes in design account for
some differences as the technology changes and the environmental
regulations change. Many of the assumptions are not stated - or
even referenced. Budget and time limitations, however, nessitate
the need to use exist& data bases, rather than the development of
new data.

Even e'st i mat i ng the range of uncertainties is often a value judgement
process , unless moreextensive on-site interviewing with site and
process specific sources of information are developed.
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Table 3. 4 Resource Utilization Efficiencies of Generic SY!lthetic Fuel Energy Systems

(In Percent)

1 2
Coal Gasification

3 4
Coal Liquefaction

5 6
Oil Shale Retorting

Mediun-Bbl High-Btu Direct Indirect Surface l-bjified in Situ

Beneficiationa 36.4-97.3 96.4-97.3 96.4-97.3 96.4-97.3 96.4-97.3 100

Transportation
to Conversion
Plantb

Conversion to
Fuel c

UJ
I

::: Upjrading and
Refiningd

Distriliution to
End User

Overall Energy
Efficiencies

98.5 38.5 98.5 98.5 99.5 100

83 59 64-70 48-57 67 61

N.A.e N.A.e 75-95f 95-100f 779 7~

96.9h 9?li 98.8 j
98.Sj 98.8 j 98.8 j

76.4-79.2 54.4-54.9 45.0-63.0 42.8-54.0 48.9-49.3 46.4

SO~: E. J. Bentz & Asscx;iates
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a.

b.

c.

d,

e,

f.

9"

h.

1.

Notes for Table 3.14

Estimates of losses of coal and oil shale from beneficiation (in
terms of Btu's) vary broadly among authors, depending on the assumed
degree of upgrading and the kind of coal or oil shale used. Estimates
vary from 0% (Reference 37a) i 2.7-3.6% (Reference 7) i and 12.5%
for intensive beneficiation (Reference No. lIL-.

Average value of losses are 1.5% (time from Reference No.7) . In the
case of oil shale, where distances are shorter, 0 .5% is assumed.

The @et efficiencies (rather than the process efficiencies) were
used. The efficiencies for coal conversion processes are derived from
Roger and Hill. (Reference 29) . In the case of H-Coal, the syncrude
efficiency was used. In the case of oil shale retorting processes,
the efficiencyes are derived from DOE (Reference No. 12..L.

Data on efficiencies of upgrading and refining syncrudes is very
limited and unreliable (see Section 1.7) .

N.A. means not applicable.

Overall yields for SRC II of finished fuels range between 83 and 98
liquid volume percent of SRC II syncrude, depending on the product
slate and how refinery fuel and hydrogen plant feed are supplied. An
average of the net product yields ranging between 88 and 91 was
assumed (Reference No. 22) . However, these values apparently do not
include coal use for the-product~on of hydrogen needs for the upgrading
process. If coal-derivea hydrogen is to be used (as against hydrogen
from nuclear fission or from biosynthesis) , then the upgrading and
refining efficiencies for coal conversion products become 75 percent.

However, in some cases it may be expected that all of the hydrogen and
energy required for the Upgrading/refining process would be obtained
from residuals, higher boiler fractions, and methane produced in the
process or plant refinery(which may include the use of Petroleum
aerived vacu~m • In the case of indirect liquefaction
Processes, all the needed hydrogen is accounted for in the gasifier,

.and higher upgrading' efficiencies can be achieved, depending on product
slate.

Derived from Reference 26a. However, MIS oil is easier to upgrade, so
that higher efficiency may be in order.

Derived from Reference 11

Derived from Reference 7.

Derived from Reference 7 and 10.
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Table 3.15 Fossil Carbon Consunption of Generic Synthetic Fuel Energy Systems
(In 10-3 ton of fossil carbon/lOG Bill fuel delivered to em user)

1 2
Coal Gasification

3 4
Coal Liauefaction

5 6
Oil Shale Retortin:r

Mediun-Btu High-Btu Direct Irrlirect Surface Modified in Situ

Beneficiation 1.2-1.6 1.7-2.2 2.0-2.7 2.1-2.8 0.9-1.2

Transportation to
Conversion Plant 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.2 0.2

Conversion to
Fuel 0.7 25.1 22.2-26.7 33.5-40.5 11.4

w
I

.p..
UpgradiT¥J andw

RefiniT¥J H - 3.7-18.5 0-3.9 7.9

Distribution to
Errl User 1.4 1.B" 0.9 0.9 0.4

q,era11
Consumption 9.1-010.3 27.6-27.9 27.4-40.7 35_8-44_~ 17.5-17.6

a

a

18.7

11.0

0.6

25.7

(1)
'-'.
ty
R">
III
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Notes to Table 3.15

a This table summnarizes the consumption of fossil carbon contained
in the feedstocks or products during the various pha?es of the
various synfuel cycles.

b The numbers in the table are based on the following ~ssumptions:

(i) The resource utilization efficiencies are those~developed in
Table 3.14.

(ii) The carbon content of biturnimous coal averages 87.8%, lignites 
72. 5% and sub-bituminous N reals - 73. 5%. The carbon content
of the kerogen (1. e., crude shale oil) averages 80. 5%. (Ref. 26b)
convenience, an average figure of 80% for the carbon content
of coals and kerogen is used.

For

(iii)The loss in fossil carbon is directly proportional to the loss
in coal or kerogen.

(iv) The Btu content of a ton of coal is 24x10'Btu and of ton crude
shale oil is 36x106 Btu.

c A sample calculation for medium Btu coal gasification is as follows:

A ton of feedstock bituminous coal has 24x.10'Btu, of which
18. 34x10'to 19. Olx10'Btu is delivered to the end users (74.4 to
79, 2% overall energy efficiency - see Table 3.14) . Since a ton
of feedstock coal. has 80% fossil carbon content, and 20.8% to 23.6%
of it is consumed during the medium Btu coal gasification fuel cycle,
(see Table 3.14) , the total fossil carbon consumption a the cycle

is between 0.1664-0.1888 tons per 18.34x10 to 19. Olxl~ Btu delivered
to end users.This translated to 0.009 to 0.010 tons of fossil carbon
per 10' Btu.
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Table 3.16 Water Consumption of Synthetic Fuel Energy Systans (Generic
(In gal Ions per 106 Btu proouct delivered to end user)

1 2
Coal Gasification

3 4
Coal Liquefaction

5 6
Oil Shale RetortiIlJ

Medium-Btu High-Btu Direct :I:mirect Surface lob:lified in Situ

Minin:Ja,b 0.6-0.9 0.6-0.9

Beneficiationc 1.2 1.2

(J.) Transportation to
J Conversion Plant 0 0.J'>.

01

convea:sion CD

13-24 13-24Fuel

Upjrading and
RefiniIB e 0 <:>

Distribution to
End User 0 <:>

SOUfCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates

ro
.....co....
IlJ

0.6-0.9 0.6-0.9

1.2 1.2

o 0

7-26 13-26

o 0

0.7-1.1 0.7-1.1

0 0

0 0

9-32 9-13

24 24

0 0
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Notes to Table 3.16

a The water required for mining' and preparation of the coal or shale
and for the disposal of ash or spent shale is a function of location,
mainly through the amount of material that must be mined or disposed;
and the degree of attested surface reclamation. Assuming 2/3 of coal
is surface-mined and 1/3 is undergroundd mined, water ~onsumptior
for surface mining ranges between 0.55 and 0.98 gall~ns per 10 Btu
of product, and for underground mining - 0.75 gallon? per 10'Btu
of Product (Reference No. 17_)_. .

b Assume 2/3 of oil shale is surface mined and 1/3 is underqround mined;
Water consumption or both kinds of operations range between 0.7 and
1.1 gallons per lcfi Btu- of product (Reference No. 17).

c Consumption of 1,2 gallons of water 10' Btu Of product is assuned
for beneficiation of coal (Reference"No, 17) and none for shale oil.

d Consumption of water for the conversion of feedstock to fuels depends
principally ?n the overall plant conversion efficiency, degree of
water recyclIng, and the water content of the coal or shale. Consump
tion figures range from 13-24 gallons per 106 Btu of product for coal
gasification; 7-26 for direct coal liquefaction; 13-26 for indirect
coal liquefaction; 9-32 for surface shale retorting; and 9-13 for
modified in situ shale retorting, (Derived from References 17, 37b, c) .

e Water consumption for upgrading and refining is not available in the
literature. The estimates presented for shale oil upgrading are based
on pri~ate conversation with Mr. Bobby Hall and Ray Young of the
American Petroleum Institute 3/81. For shale oil - 100 gallons per
barrel are needed to make the'raw shale oil suitable for pumping,
and 40 more gallons per ~arrel to convert it to transportation fuels.
Polling of a large number of oil companies and API experts did not result
in water consumption estimates for upgrading of coal liquids (namely:
Robert Howell, Bonner and Moore, Fred Wilson Texaco, Patton, Nanny,
Hall and Young of API - 3/81) .
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Table 3.17* Annual Ferostoek Requirenents for Generic Synthetic Fu=l Energy
Systans Producing 50,000 lbl Oil Equivalent per Day to End User

(In millions of tons or barrels of oil)

Coal Gasification Coal Liqtefaction oil Shale RetortifB

t1ediUT\-Btu High-Btu Direct Indirect Surface Modified in Situ

Minin]5 5.6-5.8 8.0-8.1 7.Cl....9.8 8.2-10.3 62.2-62.7 7N.A.

Beneficiation5 5.4-5.6 7.8 6.8-9.4 7.9-9.9 60.5-60.6 7N.A.

Transportation to 7
Conversion Plant> 5.3-5.5 7.7 6.7-9.3 7.8-9.8 60.2-60.3 M.A.

LV
J

,p. Conversion to-.J I

Fue16 18.9 18.8 19.4-24.6 18.5-19.4 24. 0 24.0

Up:jrading and
Refining6 18.8 18.8 13 ..5 18.;- 18.5 18.5

Distribution to
End User6 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3 18.3

* These are ~ quantities of coal, shale e:c equivalent oil leaviIB l:1le indicated phase of the fuel cycle.
LJ.
0
R">
11>

.' {,

SOURCE: E _ J. Bentz & Associates
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NotestoTable 3.17

1. Same assumptions and references as those in Table 3.14.

2. Oil has energy content of 5.8 x 10'Btu/barrel.

3. Coal has energy content of 24 x lO'Btu/ton.

4. Oil shale has energy content of 3.45 x lO'Btu/ton (based on 25
gallons of oil per ton)

5. Tons of coal or shale.

6. Barrels of oil equivalent.

7, N.A. is not applicable.

",
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Table 3.18* Annual Water Consumption of Generic Synthetic Fuel Energy
Systems Pramcing 50,000 bbl oil Equivalent per Day to End User

(In million gallons pervear)

Coal Gasification Coal Liquefaction oil Shale Retortim

Mediun-Btu High-Btu birect Indirect Surface M:xlified in Situ

Mining 64-95 64-95 64-95 64-95 74-120 74-120

Benef iciation 130 130 130 n 130 0 0

Transportation to
Conversion Plant 0 0 0 0 0 0

Conversion to Fuel 1400- 1400- 7~0- 1400- 950- 950-
250"0 2500

!
2800 2800 3400 1400

w
J

Upgrading andol'>
to

refining 0 0 2500 2500

Distribution to
End User 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0

* Sam assumptions and references as in Table 3.16.

S£:)(JOCE: E. J. Bentz &Associates
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Table 1 FooblOte to Chapter 3: Man~r Requirerents of Generic Synfuel Plants
Proo.ucirg 50.000 Barrels of Oil EQuivalent per Day

1
Coal Ga.sification

Merliun-Btu-High-Btu

2
coal Liquefaction

Direct & looirect

3 4-
oil Shale Retortim

Surface ~fierl in Situ

Peak Construction (nen)

Construction

(man-years)

Operation and
Maintenance (lIEn)

1,500-4,800a

3,400 - 10,800a

320-500a

2,20o-a,000b

7,500-25, CDob

355-3800c

330d

nood

1200d

4,90od

16,OOOd

W
I

U1
a a JX>E, 1980, COIparative Assessrent of Health ahd Safety Impacts of Coal Use_ IXlE/EV 0069.

b The lo;..er value is derived fran lXE/EV 0069; tJ'I e upper value - fran Reference 34.

c The lONer value is derived fran Reference 29 ; tJ'I e upper value - fran Reference 34.

d Derived frau Reference 17 and assunirq 5 year construction of plant peaking at 30% of co W 1
man-years labor requireoonts (Reference 34).

SOUICE~ E. J. Bentz & Associates
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4.1 CONVERSION COSTS AND PRODUCT ECONOMICS

The following evaluation of a wide range of alternate fuels
produced from coal attempts to build upon prior work in the field
that has, successively, estimated the plant construction and operat
ing costs for each process, standardized the base~ of estimation
(time. of construction, size of plant, location, financing methods,

etc.) and evaluated the quality of product produc~d.

Such work has been sponsored by the Department of Energy since
the early 1970's. The most recent work was performed by the Engineer
ing Societies Commission on Energy, Inc. (ESCOE)." That work col
lected prior analyses performed for DOE and otherq, made adjust-
ments in each to account for differing assumptio~~ regarding input
prices, plant scale, financing methods and costs, and thus reevalu
ated them on a more common basis. The differences in product qual
ity were factored for value based on current price relationship
among natural petroleum products.

Our approach will differ in several regards: .

First of all we shall use the baseline ESCOE plant models,
capital costs and operating cost relationships, updated to
a uniform 1980 dollar basis.

Second we shall scale all plants to a common; output plant
size" in order to retain comparability at other, down
stream stages of processing and use.

Third we shall deal with differences in product quality
directly, and on a cost of product basis, by considering
the additional costs required to upgrade lower quality
products and make them comparable with the higher grade
synfuels.

Fourth we shall then examine the methods and costs of fur
ther processing and transporting the generic synfu3el pro
ducts to make them available to end use markets.

The ESCOE capital estimates were all adjusted to a 1980
dollar basis by the use of the Wholesale Price Index - Indus
trial Commodities Index. Others have frequently used the Chemical
Engineering Plant Index, however we feel that no significant his
torical difference exists and the WPI Index basis. is a more suit
able bench mark for further forecasting since it is a component

1Coal Conversion Comparison, ESCOE Report FE-2468-51, July, 1979.
2ESCOE scaled all ~lants to a common input size in order to simplify
the costs - auxillaries and off-sites are normalized .

.3 we did not examine differences in end use efficiency that exist
or are possible. This should be subsequently ex~mined..
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of Us. macro-economic forecasting models and the Chemical Con-
struction Index is not. '

Exhibit 4-1 displays the original capital cost estimates of
ESCOE. Exhibit 4-2 updates these estimates to a uniform 1980 cost
basis.

are:
Operating costs are more complex.

· Coal

• Utilities
Water
Power

The major cost categories

I Catalysts and Chemicals '

I Labor

• Overhead

• Maintenance

Coal prices are uniform to all processes - as are assumed costs of
water r power and labor. The costs of overhead are a uniform frac
tion of operating and maintenance labor - they 'include administra
tive personnel costs as well as G&A expenses. The maintenance rule
is made uniform among systems-although differences should exist on
the basis 6f system approach. .

The original ESCOE operating cost variables are shown on
Exhibit 4-3. These unit prices provide the bases for updating the
ESCOE costs to the values shown on Exhibit 4_4. 4

The cost of producing hydrogen for product upgrading is par
tially imbedded in other estimates. The uniform condition is that
hydrogen is demanded at a greater level then could be supplied from
excess charr residue r or filtrate from the process plant. There
fore a hydrogen plant must be built at the upgr~ding plant site.
This plant is designed to reform synthesis gas. ," The cost of hydro
gen can then be based on the hydrogen plantrs costs - including
syngas feed at the estimated syngas product co~ts of our companion
syngas plant. Alternately we could capitalize'a coal gasification
plant in this arear however that seems to be an:'. even more unrealis-
tic mode Qf system optimization. ,~',

In the long run/as product slate demand fpr synthetic coal
liquids becomes clarified r the optimization of an integrated coal
to-product plant can be designed in a much more sophisticated
manner.

4The input costs were in certain instances drawn from original
sources cited by ESCOE.

50r reform synthetic fuel product - the cost is comparable $6.25 
6.75/MM BTU.
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EXHIBIT 4-1

PLANT CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS
MAJOR ON-STTE PLANT COST IN MILLIONS OF MID 1978 $

Category West.
Process SRC-II EDS H-FO H-Syn. FT M Lur. ~n.- -- - - --
Coal Preparation 63 63 84 84 63 63 90 63

H2 or Gasi~ication 253 190 138 158 228 228 143 22

O2 Plant 129 - 67 87 117 175 114 80

Gas Shift H - 30 35 - 40 30 H

Acid Gas and Sulfur
Plants 60 60 57 57 57 57 136 57

Reactor Section 195 180 140 210 55 106 90

Conversion - _. - - 100 75 20 42
.~ 30 I

Gas Plant 30 - 25 25 10 12
~

I

Flexicoker 160..... -

Pollution Systems 44 44 40 40 40 40 55 24

Solvent Hydro. or
Catalyst Prep. - 82 - - 3

Compression - H H H H - 28

Total less Int.
Including Indirects 1262 1270 955 1134 1121 1212 1151 684

. :-

Notes: L M includes HF Alkylation.
2. Some EDS cost included in Flexicoker.
3. All costs shown above are considered bare cost and h~ve not been

CD confirmed with process developer.
L1.

lJ SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates~

PI
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EXHIBIT 4-2

TOTAL CONVERSION PLANT INVESTMENT - 50,000 BBL LIQUIDS/DAY PLANT BASIS

(Million 1980 Dollars)

Capital

ES<XlE Basisl 50,000 BEL/ Capital Total COst/ Reference~

ESCOE Basis Day OUtput Cost/ BTU M'1 BIU/ Tons of
Coal Liquids 1978 S 1980 $ Basis Dailv BEL E14/yr. Yr. Coal/Day-_ .. __ .._------ ----_ .. _--

Direct Liquefaction

SOC-II $1,262. $1,565. 1310.8 $26,210 1.081 $12.13 20,938
EDS 1,279. 1,574. 1422 28,440 1:072 13.26 22,584
H-Coal Syn. Oil 1,134. 1,407. 1252 25,040 1.115 11.23 22,242
H-Coal F.O. 955. 1,195. 980.9 19,620 1.048 9.36 20,695

Indirect Liquefaction

FischerjT.ropsch 1,121. 1,391. 1730 34,600 1.112 15.56 31,095
Mct>il 'M' 1,212. 1,676·.·! 1396.4 27,930 8016 17.42 20,833..,.
Methanol 1,195. 1,482.

2
608.4 12,170 :428 14.20 10,263I..,.

Methano1/~ 1,587. 2132.9 42,650 ·905 23.57 26,1742~225.

Coal Gasses

High BTU
(26,260) 3 1.0673Lurgi 1,151. 1,427. 1313.1 12.30 23,000

IoN BTU
(11,790) 3 1.0673Westinghouse 684. 851. 889.5 5.58 17 ,313

Shale Oil
700. 4

. ' ..
..• 9535SUrf. Retort. 798. 79B. 15,960 1l.93 N.A._

~ - 25,0.00 tons coal/day inp.1t basis revised to reflect 20% contingency vs. 10% am 1980 dollars.

2J.tl>il Research Center Basis - $ 1977 - 27,300 ton coal input revised $ 1980 am 1.73% markup of plant •
(j) . 3Evaluated at average heating value of coal 1 quids 6.5 MVBlU/bb1. x 50,000 lill./day = 325 billion BlU/dayLI_

t:> (1.067 E14 BTU Iyr.)
l<>
III

4arA Basis - 3rd quarter 1979, 50,COO bbl. basis.

5Evaluated at average l:J.aily value of 5.8 ~/l::bl.

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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EXHIBIT 4-3

COST ::lATA
ESCOE)

OPERATnK; & MAINI'EW\NCE cnsT· 'lbtal
.capital Fuel catalYSt Iii CheIl1• LaOOr Ma1l1tenance ux::al. Tax & l.ro.:I. M

Process C 1 2a 2b 2c 2d 2--
SOC-I 1092 246. 3.0 13.8 33. 55. 104.8

SOC-II 1262 246. 6.0 12.2 38.2 :;;3. 119.0

EDS 1270 246. 6.0 12.2 38.5 64. 121.0

H Coal: Fuel Oil 955 246. 6.0 12.2 29. 48. 95.0

Syncrude 1134 246. 7.0 12.2 343 57. 111.0

FT 1121 246. 7.0 1 12•2 34. 56. 109.0
!

o!'>- Methanol 1195 246. 7.0 12.2 34. 60. 113.2I
1TI

M-Gaso1ine 35.51212 246. 8.5 12.2 65. 121.0
002 Acceptor SNG 1084 246. 5.9 12.7 34.6 54. 107.0
Syngas 942 246. 3.2 12.7 22.5 47. 73.0
HYGAS 980 246. 4.8 12.2 23.4 49. 69.0
BIGAS 998 246. 5.8 12.2 23.9 50. 91.9
Synthane 870 246. 4.5 12.9 24.3 44. 82.0
Lurgi . 1151 246. 4.5 12.7 36.7:. ... .. - 58. 112 ..0 ...
CE Paver 1268 246. 3.0 12.0 38. 63. 116.0
West Paver 1066 246. 3.0 12.0 32. 53. 100.0

CD
Westinghouse

LJ. Syngas 684 246. 4.5 12.2 20.5 34.3 71.4tr
I?' Shale OilIII 79S H H H - H

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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EX HIS T 4-q

ANNUAL OPERATING COST - 50,000 BBL LIQUIDS/DAY PLANT

(Million 19BO Dollars)

Feedstock other CD!ratina Costs
'-'U~'&"7a"'-'=l .,

Synthetic C1lem9. Maintenance Utilities' 'I'lIxea , Total Average
Coal capital 01arqe5 Coal (Shale) (escalated 3\ of Total Supplies Ins. Total Operating Cost/ Cost/

Liquids @ 30\ of capital @ $30(ron (10) @20\) labor Capital (50\ of Olan.) 3\ Other Cost BBL Liq. I-tVBTU
Direct.

Liquefaction

SOC-II ]93.2 206.3 6 11.9 39.3 3 39.3 99.5 699. 42.557 6.47
Elb 426.6 222.6 6 13. 42.7 3 42.6 107.3 756.5 46.058 7.06
H-Coal S 375.6 219.2 7 12.7 37.6 3.5 37.5 212.6 807.4 49.157 7.24
tI--<bal F.0. 294.3 203.9 6 11.8 29.4 3 29.4 79.6 571.8 35.178 5.51

Iooirect
Liquefaction

FiBCher-
Topsch 519'- 306.4 7 17.7 5~.9 3.5 51.9 132. 957.4 58.29 9..61

i\>o M::iJil 'M' 41B.9 205.3 1 11.9 I 41.9 3.5 41.9 106.2 730.4 44.469 9.11
I

Methanol 1B2.5 101.1 3.5 5.9 1B.3 IB.3 4B. 331.6 20.189 7.750"\ 3
>

futhanol/SNi 639.9 256.9 6 13.1 64.0 3 64. 150.7 1047.5 (63.775) 11.57

Synthetic Gas

tli B'IU
turgi 393.9 226.7 4 13.1 39.4 2 39.4 98.5 719.1 ·43.7B) 6.74

MOO. B'IU
westinghouse 266.9 170.6 3 10.3 26.7 1.5 26.7 68.2 505.7 (30,788) 4.74

Shale Oil

Surf. Retort. 239.4 230.0 - - - - - 322.3 791. 7 48.20 B.31

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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4.2 SCALE OF PRODUCTION'

Chemical process plant economics are highly sensitive to
scale. Typical scaling factors or rules, are of the order of
60% ·70 %• This means that as plant size doubles the cost only
increases by 60% - 70%. In the case of decreased scale - the 
factor works in the opposite direction, a decrease in scale to
1\2 plant scale leads to only about 1\3 decrease' in cost, which
in turn leads to almost 30% more capital being ~equired per unit
of output. In very capital intensive processes, the importance
of this to product cost is great. Coal conversion processes
typically have 1/2 of their costs derived from capital charges,
therefore a doubling of scale could reduce total unit costs by
as much as 15% - 20%. '

For this reason the question of plant scale must be very
carefully examined. ESCOE, in ordering the vartous estimates to
the values shown in Exhibit .4-1 applied "typical chemical engineer
ing scaling factors U

•. It is beyond the scope of the present effort
to audit that undertaking. However, it is incumbent upon us to
avoid the distortion of fairly presented uniform cost data by
another exponential adjustment of capital costs.' We must rescale
the liquids' plants since they have been standardized on an 'input'
basis, whereas we must examine costs on a plant 'output' basis,
since we are also examining downstream processes and costs, which
in turn require uniform scale assumptions. '

Several difficulties are present:

1. The optimal size of plant and vessels for various
systems is not known, due to the fact that most
processes are now being explored at 5 - 10% pilot
plant scale.

2. In a shift from uniform in~ut scale to a uniform
output scale, the most effIcient processes will'
suffer the greatest penalty for their relative
downsizing. This is not realistic.

3. We are not aware of the relative changes that took
place in the initial (ESCOE) standardization, hence
are blind to the compound effect of a second scal
'ing adjustment.

For these reasons, with the emphasis upon the above factors, in
order of their ranking, we have chosen to restate costs on an
output basis through a linear method of cost adjustment.

The principal justification for this apparently unsound pro
cedure is found in the first factor above - there is no evidence
of commercial scale economy available in the case of any pro
cesses, with the exception of gasification plants (or gasifier
reactors). In that case, multiple train plants appear at sub
commercial plant scale. In general, the bulk of the solid feed
stock is so great, that initial reactor vessel sizes become
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limited by available fabricating (rolling, bending, heat-treating)
facilities, as well as transportation constraints., Subsequent
plant stage economics do not determine. The gas i f ier- reactor
vessel size limitations are such that returns tp scale may be
limited at a relatively low level of output.

For this predominant reason, we have used :a unitary cost
scaling factor to shift from uniform input sized plants (25,000
tons of coal per day) to a uniform output basis' - 50,000 bbl.
per day. A normal procedure would otherwise unfairly penalize
the most efficient processes. In the final an~lysis, efficiency
will determine economic advantage.

4.3 PRODUCT QUALITY (Reference No. 38)

The issue of product quality was resolved in a somewhat in
direct manner by ESCOE. Their 'rating scale' value system (a mea
sure of ordinal utility or value) which was based on present pro
duct price relationships is not a suitable method for long range
economic analyses. During the long-run,. values: change, end use
patterns and conversion technology developments can create a sur
plus of a once premier product, or contrariwise, create a shortage
of a previously unwanted by-product. Distillates and gasoline have
traded places once and are perhaps posed to trade places again in
their relative values.

The setting of widespread synthetic fuels production and use
creates an entirely new framework for evaluating the 'normal"re
finery slate of petroleum derived products. We'have created a
slate of products that to some degree reflects the range of com-'
pounds present in crude oil and in some degree reflects the tech
nology (now) available to separately produce these compounds. In
some instances the products were specifically sought, in other
cases markets were sought for by-products that were available.

When coal is introduced in lieu of crude oil to a substantial
degree, the available range of products and by-products may be
the same, but the proportions of availability will be quite dif
ferent, as will be the cost of producing differ~ht fractions. ~

"

The proportion of each fraction that can b¢ derived from
crude oils is highly variable depending upon the nature of the
feedstock and the nature of the refining proces~es used. In gen
erali increasing the lighter fraction (-350°F) involves more severe
reforming, and higher cost. The use of a heavy, sour feedstock
crude oil worsens this condition. The use 'of dbal as the feedstock
significantly exaggerates this condition in ceitain synthetic pro
cesses - such as direct liquefaction. Indirect liquefaction pro
cesses are specific for alcohols, gasolines and,the light ends.

It is reasonable to visualize a population of crude oil and
coal "refineries" with individually more specia).ized or limited
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by:

product slates than are found in the universe of conventional re
fineries.

Broad slate coal synthetic liquids plants are unlikely to be
widely deployed. This can be expected for several reasons:

1. Product upgrading is difficult and expensive once out
side of the basic process.

2. A fair range of limited slate coal-conversion processes
are becoming available, that more selectively produce
various fractions.

The costs of achieving a given level of product qUality increases
in a slightly non-linear fashion as the percent hydrogen is in
creased or the boiling range is lowered. Exhibit 4-5 shows this
relationship graphically. Benchmark products and costs are shown
for several direct and indirect liquefaction processes. The in
direct processes - which catalytically synthesize liquids from
synthesis gas are specific for gasolines, alcohols and LPG. The
direct catalytic hydrogenation processes tend to produce naphthenes
and crude oil equivalent range compounds. The hydrogen solvent
systems tend to produce a more limited range of product with a
substantial (20 - 35%) naphtha fraction, the majority product in
the distillate boiling range (350°F - 750°F).

Increased yield of the higher quality products can be achieved

• Iricreased coking of bottoms
I Adding more hydrogen

. To process stream

. By hydrotreatment of products

The cost 'of the former is seen in the difference between SRC
II and EDS on Exhibit 4-4. The Exxon donor solvent system cokes
the bottoms (or heavy distillates) to yield more naphtha and LPG
as follows:

(18%)
( 8%)
( 73%)

SRC II

13,000 bbl Naphtha
6,400 bbl #2 Fuel Oil

52,900 bbl Distillate

72 1300

EDS

(36%),,27,500 Naphtha
(15%), 10,000 LPG
(49%) , 37,200 bbl Distillate

','75,400

Similarly changing the H Coal process from a fuel oil to a synthoil
mode increases cost as it lowers the average boiling range.

The distribution of product quality that is typical of each
process is shown on the following page. (Exhibit 4-5).
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EXHIBIT 4-5

SYNTxET~C PLANT PRODUCT YIELDS

QUANTITY - BBLS/DAY OUTPUT

Direct Liquids Indrrect Liquids Synthe~ic Shale
Gas Oil

H H Coal Meth- "SllaIe
Apprax· Coal Fuel Fischer/ l-bbil Meth- CID:lI Lurgi West. Bit.
API SIC-II EDS ~.) Oil Tropsch 'M' amI BOO H BIU 1.0 BTU (Surf. )

SNG (Lav) f.f.1
BTU/DaY 880

Methanol (High)
f.vM BlU/Day 140 3CO

LPG 125° 4,610 23,380 6,080

Propane (C3) 148° 2,950
,p.

Butane (C4) 110° 3,160I
I-'
0 Methanol NA 50,cx:c 48,740

wsoline (C5) 62° 82,640 43,920

Naphtha (Cs+) 40° 10,625 11,970 28,380 15,070 1 1,260 2,0251,49022,490

Fuel oil (Heavy
;1..8°+ " 50,0004

Dist~late) " _ -35,000 21,620 "34,930
" .. ." ::....... : ; .~ :~ ...

Fuel 0"::::- (Resid. 5° 25,920
CD

LJ_

0'
R"'
PJ

1Light (Diesel) Fuel Oil API-56° /Heavy Fuel Oil API-Uo
3
1.067 E14 B'IU/yr. is equivalent to 50,000 BBL/day of typical Synthetic Liquids :F: 6.5 Million BlU/bbl.

4Synthetic light erode oil equivalent - awrox. 20° API.

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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The range of quality is not entirely a function of the API gra
vity, the boiling range or hydrogen content, however, these related
indices are sufficient for our purposes. We can relate the cost of
producing a synthetic fuel to this scale. Exhibit,. 4 - 6 shows a graph
of the production cost of the whole liquid product: from various syn
thetic processes versus the average (50%' distillatJon) boiling range
of the synthetic product.

This chart shows the increase in average cosi per million btu's
as the average distillation range of the liquid is lowered. Thus
gasoline costs more to produce via indirect processes such as Mobil
'M' or Fischer Tropsch, than naphthas, distillate~ and fuel-oils.

This scale6 illustrates the relative costs of the ESCOE liquid
fuel processes. It also contrasts the (1978) earlier ESCOE cost
estimates with later estimates of shale oil costs developed by the
Office of Technology Assessment (1980). The oil shale liquids,
which reside in a higher boiling range than the coal liquids, a1?pear
significantly more expensive on this scale. I,n order to reconclle
this discontinuity it is necessary to digress briefly.
4 .4 ESTIMATING METHODS

The accuracy of complex systems cost estimating has been the
subj ect of several studies. These studies have be,en primarily be
havioral rather than conceptual. As larger, more complex systems
projects have been conceived, -the amount of unknown and untried
system components have necessa~ily increased due to the sreat 90st
of large system prototypes. Pllot or process demonstratlon unlts
and models are developed at extremely small scale for the same eco
nomic reasons; the subsequent scale-up is of a high order. Esti
mates drawn from bench or small scale pilot plantSl' are subj ect to
much greater estimating error. ,.:

Two overriding conclusions have been reached in this matter:

1. Cost estimates tend to decrease in variation from actual
costs as the elapsed time between estimate and construc
.tion is shortened.

2. The accuracy of the estimate is related to the degree of
detail of the design engineering.

. 8 bl' k 9 d' 10Chemlcal process plants, pu lC war s, an weapons ~ystems

development and estimating histories have been analyzed, wlth

6syngas (fuels) are not suitable related to boiling point measurement.
711An Assessment of Oil Shale Technologies", OTA - June 1980.

8A Review of Cost Estimates ,in New Technologies: Implications for
Energy process Plants, Rand Corp. for the Dept. of Energy July 1979.

9 "Systematic Errors in Cost Estimates for Public Investment Proj ects ",
Hufschrnidt & Gerin, in The Analysis of Public Output, Columbia Dniv.
Press 1970.

10 The Weapons Acquisition Process: An Economic Analyses, Peck & Scherer,
Harvard Univ. 1962.
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EXH' 3 T 4-6
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essentially the same range of variances found between early esti
mates and actual results - growth in costs have occurred of the
order of 2-3 times t4e oriqinal estimate. The average of actual
toestimated costs(~:), were found to be as follows:

System Type

Weapons System
Public Works
Maj or Construction
Energy Process Plants

Actual Cost/
Estimated Cost (Ratio)

:,

1.40 • 1.89

1 .26:' • 2 . 1 4

2.18

.2.53

The weapons system cost overruns were higher in the 1950's (1.89) than
in the 1960's (1.40) most likely, because of the $.reater degree of
pioneering efforts and the greater lack of experlence with large wea
pons systems at that time.

Exhibi t 4-7 below shows the· cost growth expe;dence in pioneer
ing energy systems as a function of the type of estimate employed
(or available at that time). It can be seen that' the preliminary

estimates were nearly double that of the initial estimates - (84%
above the first estimate) and the definitive estimates increased
almost as much again from the preliminary estimates (134% above. the
first, or 50.% above. the preliminary estimate) .

The ESCOE data were largely taken from preliminary estimates,
based on Process Demonstration Unit (PDU) development experlence,
in one or two cases from pilot plant experience (at less than 1%
scale) or from foreign commercial experience under different site
and environmental conditions. The OTA shale oil values were de-.
rived from a very highly definitized engineering analysis. The
degree of evolution which that estimate had undergone can be seen
on Exhibit 4-E.

If the other ESCOE liquid synfuel plants were to increase by
as much as have typically occurred between preliminary and defini
tive estimates, the costs would increase by about another 50%.12
That would result in a shift of the cost line on Exhibit 4-6 as
shown on Exhibit 4- 9 . ,..

Such an interprelation of the quality of the ESCOE estimates
would resolve the discrepancy between the ESCOE ~stimates and the
OTA estimates (for oil l shale liquids) and produce a more continuous
scale of synfuel cost relationships.

An alternative method of calibrating the various estimates for
consistency with respect to the status of process estimates as well
as the methods employed in the estimating process? would be to select

.11Average increase from preliminary to definitive cost estimates
for energy process plants.

12
P3 - Reference 3.
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EXHIBIT 4-8

HISTORY OF SHALE OIL CAPITAL COST ESTIMATES

25,000

A = Estimates based on C.F.8raun
definitive engineering study
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1955 1970 1975

Estimated surface shale oil facility con,truction costs
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a sub-set of processes that were developed on the basis of the same
level of engineering definition or maturity - preferably the most
advanced projects in this sense.

There have been more recent, updated design and estimating
efforts undertaken in the case of:

1) Indirect Liquefaction - Mobil MTG. 13
2) Methanol 13

) . h ' f' t' 143 Hlg BTU Gasl lca lon
4)Direct Liquefaction - H-Coal 15

These estimating efforts are essentially comparable with the
(OTA) Oil Shale estimates in terms of the relative engineering and

development maturity of the process plants invo~ved.

Exhibit 4-9 also. reflects the liquid fuel costs of 'generic"
synfuel processes based on the selected "best estimates" noted above.
These are not meant to. be· truly generalized pro~esses (or generic
processes) , they are nonetheless representative~ advanced members
of each synthetic liquid product class.

The costs of these processes are shown in detail on Exhibit
4-10.

The effect of using the latest, or best estimates is approxi
mately the same as was achieved by the use of the Rand Corp. (and
others) cost estimating error factors. The original ESCOE values
are increased by about 50% on average.

The satisfactory conjunction of factored cost estimates arrived
at by the use of statistical variances derived from past estimating
histories with the "generic" estimates taken from the most advanced
projects, gives us an improved measure of confidence in the adjust
ment of ESCOE synfuel production costs to the higher levels dis
played on Exhibits 4-9 and 4-10. The revised functional form of the
liquid fuels is displaced to the right on Exhibit 4-9 by about $3.00
$4.00 per million BTU's. The relative costs are not appreciably
affected considering the probable differences in residual (estimat
ing) error contained in these estimates. It seems most reasonable,
however, to presume that the majority of the estimating errors have
been accounted for, and the values we are emp10ying are normalized
to the greatest practical degree possible at the present time: i.e.,
barring further engineering or demonstration plant design and con
struction experience.

13Liquefaction Technology Assessment - Phase 1 ORNL-5664 Feb. 1981.
14unpublished Analyses
15Rand Corporation - Unpublished Analyses.
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EXHIN T 4-9
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EXHIBIT 4- 10

BEST AVAILABLE ESTIMATES - TYPICAL SYNFUEL PROCESSES

:Revised Revised Other* Cost Cost
Capital Capital Capital Fea:lstock Oper. 'futal Per Per l-fo1 Cost

Est. Est. Recovery Cost Costs :Revised Barrel Bill 1 Gal.
$ 197% $ 19f!Q @ 30% (F~all ~-4) (Fran 4-4) Estimate $ 1980 $ 1980 $ 1980

Direct Liquids

H Coal (Synfuel) $2,200 $2,200 $ 660 $219.2 $212.6 $1,091.8 $66.47 $ 9.79 $ 1.58

Iooirect Liquids

f<bbil MIG (Lurgi) 2,685 3,054 916.2 205.3 :1;.59.8 1,281.3 78.01 16.18 l.86

SNG~thaool (ICI- 1
,&>0. Lurgi) 1,849 21,035 631.1 256.9 160 1048 688. 11.88 15.53 1.00I
I-' SNG 360.m

High Bill Gas

Lurgi (BCr) 1,600 1,820 546. 226.7 113.7 886.4 - 8.30

. ,

*Adjusted for capital cost changes.

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
«l
w.
tJ'
j2')

III
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The H-coal process (in the synfuel mode) has~been used as a
surrogate for direct coal liquids. Updated estimates of an un
published nature were used that draw from the cumulative pilot plant
histories and the most recent demonstration plant estimates. The
Mobil Methanol-to-Gas (MTG) and methanol estimates were drawn from
a recently published study by Fluor Corporation f6r Oak Ridge Na
tional Laboratory of indirect liquefaction processes. The study
provided a (nearly) 100* gasoline option which virtually eliminates
the by-product costing problems. The methanol estimates were
Menthanol/SNG joint production process schemes. ,The systems could
have been adjusted in keeping with the 100* gasoline MTG process
scheme by eliminating the direct costs of methanol to gasoline stages.
Alternately the by-product value of SNG could be directly priced by
using the high BTU gas plant costs from the SNG es'timate below.
Both synth~sis gas processes are Lurgi systems. .

The SNG process estimate was taken from unpublished estimates
drawn from advanced commercial design and estimating efforts. An
advanced Lurgi gasifier - the British Gas Corporation slagging bed
version - is used.

The costs of direct and indirect liquids - increase by about 50%
- to remain in approximately the same relative ,cQ~t relationship that
the ESCOE based data displayed. The hi-BTU gas estimates only in
creased about 25* above the earlier ESCOE values. : This appears to
be reasonable considering the relatively more mature status of (Lur
gi) gasification technology. - The OTA oil shale liquids estimate of
$48.20\bbl reflects the precommercial stage of development. The
level that we are attempting to standardize at, versus the devel.op
ment stage of the foregoing direct and indirect liquid systems . .-

Continuing Cost Escalation

The earlier analyses of Rand ~orp. and others suggested that
the potential cost increase from even a definitive estimate to the
actual project costs of pioneer plants and major developmental
systems is typically another twenty percent increase in cost. We
can add that increment to arrive at an upper value for all systems.

There have been and continue to be other relevant post-commer
cial trends of commercial series production plants that were not
considered by the authors of the cost escalation - studies cited
above.

Historical data regarding the chemical process industry and
petroleum refining industry demonstrates a strong pattern of capi
tal productivity improvement or technology advance, during post
development years. This can be demonstrated for the entire sector
as well as in the micro-industrial setting of a single chemical
industry segment.

A capital productivity rate of less then 2%/year can return
the 20% (actual cost to definitive cost estimate potential increase
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during the first 10 years of commercial deployment. In 20 years at
least a 35%- redu 16 ction in the capital outlay per barrel of product
can be expected.

These two viewpoints provide us with minimum and maximum esti
mates of the most probable range of expected production costs for
synthetic fuels. Exhibit 4-11 illustrates the range of expected
values for synfuel liquids based on these estimating limits.

This scale of values will be used to provide individual pro
duct (or by-product) costs. The presence of a significant amount
of petroleum in the total supply equation, for as far as we can
see, creates many cost and pricing complexities. We do not wish to
complicate synthetic fuel supply economics with World oil Price dis
ruptions, or any free-market or administered market conditions. We
will close our eyes to all of these dimensions 'and construct our
cost schedule on the basis of coal based liquid, gas and solid fuel
options or opportunity costs.

: .'.

'..

16This rate (1.4%) has been experienced by the "'entire chemical in
dustry throughout the entire post war period (1949 to date) .
Specific industry sectors have experienced much greater rates
of productivity improvement; viz, synthetic methanol experienced
more than a 4% I year productivity gain for over 20 years.
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EXHI HIT 4-11

SYNTHETIC FUELS PRODUCTION COSTS
FACTORED COST ESTIMATES-GENERIC RAW LIQUIDS
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4.5 PRODUCT UPGRADING (References 39 , 40)

The typical (direct liquefaction) coal liquids possess several
characteristics that require upgrading in order to:

· Provide product stability

· Permit mixture with conventional
petroleum liquids . . . or

· Permit common use of pipelines
and other infrastructure,

The principal differences result from:

Lower levels of hydrogen - 9 - 10% versus 11
leum and 11 - 12% for shale oils.

14% for petro-

Higher levels of heteroatoms in both liquids and shale oil
(nitrogen and oxygen compounds) than are found in petroleum feed

stocks.

The lower hydrogen and higher heteroatom conditions are resolved
together by hydrotreatment. Raising the hydrogen levels up above
10% results in the removal of most of the nitrogen and oxygen hetero
atoms, and also decreases the aromaticity of the coal liquids and
shale oils.

The high aromatic content of coal liquids makes the naphthas
excellent high octane blending stock - however the high nitrogen
and oxygen percent (2 - 3%) in the heavy naphtha range requires the
use of fairly severe hydrotreatment to remove the diolefins and
heteratoms - which are present in the form of phenols and cresols
(oxygen) .

In the synfuel distillates the nitrogen level is higher and
results in unstable compounds with rapid gum formation, making
this a very unsatisfactory fuel unless upgraded.

There have been a succession of studies of synthetic liquids
upgrading processes sponsored by DOE. They hav.e been conducted
on both shale oil and direct coal liquids.

The principal measures examined include:

. Hydrotreating (Exhibit 4-12)

. Hydrocracking

Fluid Catalytic Cracking

Catalytic reforming as well as hydrocracking are subsequently used
to upgrade (naphthas) to finished transportation fuels. (See Ex
hibit 4-12 below) .

4-22'
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EXHIBIT 4-1.2; SIMPLIFIED FLoW DIAGRAM OF
CHEVRoN FI~ST STAGE HYDROTREATER
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Consideration has also been given to variation in the hydrogen
source for hydrotreaters - the partial oxidation of raw coal liquids,
reforming of refinery products and overheads, qr outside gasses.

, An additional issue is the location of upgrading facilitiesi
at the coal liquids (or shale oil - retort) plant, or at a con
ventional refinery, or both.

The factors which favor the synthetic oil plant location are:

I available residue for hydrogen manufacturing
I local upgrading permits common carrier transportation

I upgraded synthetic product can be blended with petro-
leum feedstock (in pipelines and at refineries)

The factors that favor a refinery location for upgrading are:

I Superior prospects for system optimization
Availability of hydrogen from naphtha reformers

• Uses available refinery capacity idled by lack of
petroleum feedstock.

An alternative approach could be to 'perform a minimum amount
of upgrading at the synfuels plant to facilitate transportation and
storage, with product finishing and blending performed at a larger
refinery site. The coal liquids in general do not require further
cracking because they lie in the atmospheric gas-oil and naphtha
range. The shale .oils reguire cracking to produce more usable
product from the higher.d~stillate range such as jet fuel and die
sel 0 i 1s . The heavy distillates from coal liquids i if heavily hy
drotreated (to 11% H by~)can be used as a feedstock for a fluid
catalytic cracker (FCC) where the product can be significantly up
graded.

Exhibit 4-13 illustrates the cost of upgrading various direct
liquid process cuts.

The raw liquids versus the upgraded liquids are compared below
in hydrogen content.

Raw Liquid Upgraded
:~'''I

SRC Naphtha 11.33% '~. 11.6%'..
SRC Distill. 7.71

..~ ..
11 ,0'u

H Coal Distillate 10,1 11.4

H Coal Fuel oil 7.37 10.0

These cases cover the general conditions ~~perienced by the
range of most direct coal liquids - the samples being drawn from
experimental laboratory investigations performed by Mobil Research
and Development Corporation upon SRC light and heavy fractions and
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EXHIBIT 4-13

DIRECT LIQUIDS UPGRADING COST

5~ 000 BBL) - 1980 $

SRC-II H Coal Svn. Crude or Fuel Oil

Naphtha Heavy Distillate Naphtha Distillate Fuel Oil

Operating Labor .0639 .0~55 .0639 .086 .085
Maintenance "l.606 '5830 ro1606 3409 '593
Administration &

Support .0394 .0992 .0394 .077 .100
G&A .1828 .. 5757 .1828 .420 .585

.4467 1. 3434 .4467 .992 1. 363

II:> Fuel .3517 .6691' .3517 .525 .154, utilities .1089 .9716 .1089 .577 .946N
en Cat. & Chern. .0194 .9829 .0194 1.650 1. 358

Hydrogen .5586 6.836 .5586 2.390 7.355

1.038~ 9.4895 1.6386 5.142 9.813

Capital Recovery
(30%) 2.577 8.484 2.577 5.449 7.933

Total Upgrading
Cost 4.062 19.32 4.0~23 11.58 19.109

Product

API 37.5 24.5 Same as 25.7 12.5
H Content (wt %) 11.6 11.0 SRC II 11.4 10.0
BTU lIb. 18,500 18,780 Naphtha 18,970 18,400

~ Plant :I:nvestrnent
(J- Total in Millior: $141 $464.5 $141 $298 $434
R<> $/BBL $8.59 $28.28 $8.59 $18.16 $26.44OJ

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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H-coal distillate and fuel oil fractions. This pretty well covers
the range of liquids produced by SRC and H-Co~l (synfuel and fuel
oil mode) and can be extrapolated to the EDS dase.

Additional work performed by U.O.P., Chevron and Suntech con
firm the general upgrading needs and the best ,approach - hydro
treatment.

The plant investment required varies from $140 million dollars
for the mild hydrotreatment required of the naphtha cuts (C s 

400°F) to as much as $465 million for a hydrotreatment plant for
the heavy distillate or residual SRC fraction"'and nearly that for
the fuel oil fraction of H Coal fuel oil process plants.

The average upgrading cost is about $2.00 per million BTU's 
varying from $4.00-to nearly $20.00 per barrel. The latter figure
represents an economic limit which suggests either a lower grade
utilization of the heavier products or a different refining app-
roach. ' '

The direct liquids upgrading cost analysis can be compressed
to a single representative-or "generic" upgraded coal liquld.

The general costs of upgrading are shown on Exhibit 4-14:

Naphtha's

L. Distillates
Heavy Distillates \

Fuel Oil

$ 4.06

11.58

19.21 (19.11·19.32)

Individual processes such as EDS SRC-II ,and H-Coal (fuel oil
mode) will differ in raw liquid base costs, but since the quality
of product tends to vary in a reasonable relationship to their
costs", the costs of upgrading, which are increasly related to
quality, lend to cause a clustering of upgraded direct lIquid
costs.

If we utilize the costs of H Coal production of raw liquids
developed above as a base, the 'generic' costs for upgraded pro
ducts would be as follows on Exhibit 4-14. The estimated costs
of nearly $75.00 per b~rrel or over $12.00 per milli9n,btu's is
for a product that is equivalent to a high grade reflnlng crude
oil feed.

The upgrading of shale oil to a suitable refinery syncrude has
been estimated by Chevron to cost $10.00 per barrel (in 1980
dollars) or $1.72 per million btu. If thlS is added to the cost
of raw shale-oil liquids at the retort, the total cost of shale
oil "syncrude" is:

17 See Exhibi t 4-6 above.
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EXHIBIT 4-14

DIRECT LIQUIDS UPGRADED COSTS/BARREL

($ 1980)

Naphtha

Barrels/Day

28,380

Cost/BBL

$ 4.06

Total Daily Cost

$115,223

II'>
I

tv
...:J

(1)
w.
I:)
l0
III

Distl11ate

Raw Liquid Cost
(per barrel)

Total Upgraded Fuel
Cost Per Barrel

Total Upgraded Fuel
Cost ;pe~ MM/BTU

21,620

50,000

11.58 25~ 360

$365,583 $7.31 Avg.

66.47

$73.78

$12.30

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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OIL SHALE LIQUIDS COST
($1980)

Per Barrel Per Million BTU

Retorted Shale Oil $48.20 $ 8.31
Upgrading 10.00 1.72

$58,20 $10.03

These compare favorably with upgraded direct liquefaction production
in the 'syncrude' class as shown below:

SYNCRUDE PRODUCTION COSTS
($1980)

Per Barrel Per Million BTU

Shale oil $58.20 $10.02

Direct Coal Liquids 21.12 18.5%

Shale Oil Advantage 12% 9%

The shale oil has about a 21%-cost advantage asa refinery feed
stock. This is reduced to less then a 20% cost advantage on a

I heating value basis. However heating values are not the princi
pal criterion to be applied to refinery feedstocks - quite the
opposite - the lighter crude demands a premium. In certain in
stances the coal liquid with higher aromatic content will be pre
ferred, at other refineries the shale oil, with a higher hydrogen
content, and a greater yield of distillate product will be sought.

Exhibit 4-15 illustrates how the process of upgrading shifts
the cost of oil shale and coal based synthetic crudes upward by
$1.75 - 2.50 per barrel.

4.6 REFINING SYNTHETIC LIQUIDS

The direct liquefaction and oil shale synfuels have to be
further upgrade~ to end-use product quality in order to be com
parable with indirect liquid products such as methanol from coal
or gasoline from methanol (from coal) . In a wider sense, this
is also desirable in order to achieve comparability with synthetic
natural gas (SNG) which can be used for a wide range of end use
applications in its 'raw' manufactured state.

The indirect processes produce refinery output (or inter
mediate) grade products, without the need for the "refining" of
crude liquids. In order to compare direct liquids and shale
liquids with indirect process liquids, we must bring the former
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EXHIB T 4-15
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into a state that is comparable. This requires the refining of
the synthetic liquids to finished fuels.

Refining of shale oils and coal liquids will vary in cost
depending upon the size, location and degree of integration of
the refinery complex. We will assume that this is not done in an
existing refinery (perhaps modified to better handle these feed
stocks) I but is performed at a new refinery integrated at the re
tort or conversion plant site. Such a refinery is under-scale
(50,000 bbl/day) and remote from chemical complexes that might make

better use of by-products and hence provide higher (by-product)
credits or other similar economic benefits.

The costs of upgrading the raw coal and shale liquids to high
grade (transportation) fuels is shown below:

,",

REFINERY COSTS FOR SYNTHETIC (RAW) LIQUIDS
($1980)

Cost Per Barrel Cost Per Million BTU

Shale Oil
(Hydrotreat & Hydrocrack) $18.50 $3.19

Coal Liguids
(Hydrotreat) $18.29 $4.02

,
The costs of refining synthetic liquids cannot truly be determined
without specifying the product slate produced. The costs of re
fining a particular feedstock can vary depending upon the product
cuts sought. The basis used above is not strictly comparable be
tween ~he processes. It tends to slant the refinery approach to
the type of slate that is favored by the feedstock - Light distil
lates in the case of shale oil, and gasolines and distillates in
the case of coal liquids.

Exhibit 4-16 illustrates the potential variation.

These costs can be seen to vary dramatically if different
product slates ,are sought. If the highest grade transportation
fuels are maximized, to provide the highest degree of comparability
wi th indirect liquids. The costs are as follows:

REFINERY SYNTHETIC UNITS TO 100% TRANSPORTATION FUEL
($ 1980)

Shale Coal
$ /BBL ..'-'$I:.-M_M_B_T_U $/BBL --gMM BTU

Raw Liquid

Upgrading

$48.20

18.50
$ 8.31

N.A.

x
$66.47
18.28

$ 9.79
N.A.

Total $66.70 - $11.50

Average Heat Content \
BBL 5.8 Million BTU

4-30

$84.75 - $14.61

5.8 Million BTU

D~018



EXHIBIT 4-16

Motor Gasoline Plus Motor Gasoline Plus

"'"I
W
I-'

Feedstock

Coal Liquids*

Product

Slate

Cost

Shale Liquids

Product Slate

Cost/BBL

PROCESS AND SLATE

(1980 $)

Hydrotreat & Hyd~ocrack

Motor Gasoline

(l00%~

$20.70

Hydrotreat & Hydrocrack

3/4 - 1/4

Motor Gasoline
Plus Jet Fuel

$18.50

Severe Hydrotreat

Jet Fuel

(1/3 - 2/3)

$18.29

Hydrotreat-FCC

Jet Fuel Plus Motor
Gasoline

$17.00

Moderate
Hvdrotreat

#2 Fuel Oil

(1/3 - 2/3)

:?12.55

Cokinq Hvdrotreat

(4/5 - 1/5)

Jet Fuel

$16.00

Cll....
tJ
R"'
Ill'

*SRC-II

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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By comparison, indirect liquid (methanol to gasoline) costs are
about $78.00 per barrelj approximately in the ~iddle of this range.
The cost per million BTU's is lower for shale and coal liquids(
refined to a transportation slate consisting of gasoline and dis
tillate fuels (j et fuel and diesel oil). If direct liquids are
refined to a 100% gasoline slate the costs would increase to $87.17
per barrel or above $19.00 per million BTU's ..

Exhibit 4-17 graphically displays the finished fuels in a
framework which relates the product quality to.the finished fuel
cost. .

Exhibit 4-18 calculates the total cost of refining coal liquids.
A 50,000 barrel per day refinery for coal liquids would cost between
$420 million and $690 million. The lower case. represents a moderate
hydrotreatment plant producing' #2 fuel oil and 'gasoline, the upper
case represents a hydrotreatment and hydrocracking plant that pro
duces 100% gasoline.

Instead of using other indirect measures of product value, 18
we can use a cost based scale. The lighter fractions cost more to
produce from both coal and shale, whether by direct or indirect
means. By-product credits do not have to be assigned to determine
the cost of a single cut liquid. Upgrading plant has been assigned
to individual fractions so that the full cost of the beneficiated
product cut is known. The costs of fully refining the product are
developed incrementally by determining the cost of creating a 100%
gasoline yield, and two subsequently lower grade mixtures.

The alternate product slate refinery costs. of Exhibit 4-18
can be used to develop a measurement of the direct costs of pro
ducts in a multi-product refinery run. The principal cost dif
ferences result from the increased capital (per unit of product
yielded) and the increased consumption of hydrogen associated with
higher grade product slates.

If we take the per barrel cost of producing a 100% gasoline
slate. and assign it to the gasoline fraction of a mixed slate as
the appropriate cost of that portion of the output, the remain-
der of the total cost divided by the number of barrels of the other
product (jet fuel or #2 fuel oil) will give us the unit cost of
the "secondary product".

Exhibit 4-19 shows this costing procedure for the slates pre
sented for direct liquids refining in Exhibit 4-17.

By using this method, we are not artificially lowering' the
cost of gasoline production by assuming a market equilibrium price

18product value ratios are commonly used. They are of absolutely
no meaning in a long-term and discontinuous supply context. The
use of such ratios is a major violation of the most elementary
laws or principles of economics as a measure of utility.

4-32 ejb&a
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EXHIBIT 4-17

IB.OO16.=14.00lU.UU 12.00
COST ~ER MIL~10N llTU(a 930)
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SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates, Springfield, Virginia
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Motor Gasoline
(Hydrotreat

Plus Hvdrocrack)$/BBL

EXHIBIT 4-18

DIRECT LIQUIDS (SRC-II) REFINING

(50,000 BBL/Day) 1980 $ per BBL.

Motor Gasoline
Plus Jet Fuel

\~evere

Hydrotreatinq)

Motor Gasoline
Plus '2 oi1

(Moderate
Hydrotreat)

H:>
I

W
H:>-

Operating Labor
Maintenance
G&A

Fuel
Utilities
Cat.. & Chern.
Hydrogen

Capital Recovery
@ 30%/Yr.

,. '''~ .~.

.244

.791

.852

.183

.183

.304
5.540

1.887

6.210

12.603

$20.70

.183
I .669

.670

.304

.122

.365
5.750

1.522

6.541

10.228

$18.291

.183

.487

.487

.122

.122

.244
3.230

1.157

3.71B

7.67

·$'1'2.'545 ... '.~

lD

0
R"'
P>

SOURCEr E. J. Bentz & Associates
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EXHIBIT 4-19

SRC II REFINED TO PRODUCT COSTS

Barrels/Dav Cost/BBL* Total Daily Cost

CASE :I: Motor'Gaso1ine 50,000 @ $87.17 $4,358,500

Motor Gasoline 15,395 @ B7.17 1,341,982CASE :I:.:I:

Jet Fuel 34,605 @ (83.69: ** (2,896,018)**

Total 50,000 @ $84.76 $4,238,000
I I

.po.
I
w Motor Gasoline 16,995 @ $87.17 $1,481,454(}1

CASE III
#2 Oil 33,005 @ (74.74)** (2,466,796)**

Total 50,000 @ $78.965 $3,948,250

Product Costs
Motor Gasoline ==

."..-.. ' ';,.. . .:. ~.

Jet Fuel

#2 Oil

$87.l7/bb1 (4.95)

: $83.69/bbl (5.67)

$74.74/bb1(5.825)

$17.61/M! BTU

$14.36/MM BTU

$12.83/MM BTU

CD
LJ.

tr'
R">
PJ

*Cost from 4-17 plus 4-9. **Values in parenthesis inferred from weighted
average value of motor gasoline and total product.

SOURCE: E. J. Bentz & Associates
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for a lower grade (by) product. The method used is entirely an
assignment of marginal cost to products. It would be more desir
able to operate in a reverse manner, i. e., from the lowest product,
assigning incremental costs to the higher product on a marginal
basis. We, unfortunately, do not have a process estimate for a
single slate of the lowest value product. The. distillation range
of all products is too broad to produce such an artificiality.
Therefore we have begun with the marginal gasoline cost and assigned
it as a by-product price to the lower value (mixed) slates, per
mitting us to infer the marginal cost of the lQwer grade products.

The results of this cost analysis are rel.ated to the costs of
indirect liquefaction end products and shale products on Exhibit
4-20. The cost series increase as average distillation point is
lowered. The average distillation point of most useful transporta
tion fuels lies between" 180 0 - 400 P, with the majority of the com
pounds contained lying within this range.

There is a persistence of the earlier noted relationship be
tween product quality (as measured by average boiling point) and
production costs of finished products. The relationship shows
less than unitary cost increases per barrel, all greater then uni
tary cost increases per million BTU. The latter case is due to
the generally lower heating value of the premier fuels that have
increased hydrogen content. The increases in cost are about 7 1/2cents
per barrel of liquids for every degree farenheit that the boiling
range is lowered.

Exhibit 4-21 is a flow sheet of a process; (examined by Chevron
Research) for hydrotreating and hydrocracking of direct coal liquid
(SRC-II) whole oil to produce 100% motor gasoline product. This
is the first case on Exhibit 4-16. Exhibits 4-22 and 4-23 illus
trate the refining process used to upgrade the whole liquid to '
gasoline and jet fuel by severe hydrotreating alone, and to a
lower quality slate of gasoline and heating oil created by less
severe hydrotreating of direct (SRC-II) liquids.

The latter case is more comparable to an upgrading process.

4.7 TRANSPORTATION AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE COSTS (Reference 41)

Although we have differentiated between coal liquid's plant
site upgrading facilities and finished product- refineries, we have
really not selected the site for refining. The upgrading must in
most cases be done at the site of the coal liquids plant. The
degree of upgrading we have embraced (Exhibit 4-15) is sufficient
to permit the fuels to be used in as high a use as a combustion
turbine, or transported without creating contamination or incom
patible sediments.

Transportation costs are directly related to the distance in
volved, and indirectly related to the quantity moved or flow rate.
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EXHIBIT 4-21: SCHEMATIC FLOW DIAGRAM
REFINING OF SRC-11 OIL BY

HYDROTREATING AND ~YDROCRACKING - CASE I

c:
To Hydrogen

0 Gas Planl Hydrogen Gas
~ t t . t'ti\ Heavy

Ii3 Naphlha I Catalytic I 1 Molor Gasoline

I I
Reforming

--

Hydrogen to "
I Hydrotreaters •

_~s!'!~~~ E!!~-- _ ..... -
SRC-I I Oil-

,
I

r-

Refinery Gas

Whole SRC-II 011 Intermediate
Severity ..-

I Hydrolreallng

I
I Hydrogen Hydrogen I G
I las Heavy Gasoline

I I
.I .':- .. .....'. ' . '" I· .(1 . Light .Ga~lIne 0 ,.z.
I Recycle __
I Hydrocraddng
I I I l-
I 1 Hvdrogen t .T
I I I .
I I Refinery Fuel
L -<1......J------------------ .....;.._

* Steam reforming feeding gas and anphtha in Cases 4A, 48, and 4D.
Part ia I ox idat ion feeding SRC-II oil in Case 4C.

I
~zS Recovery I L- ----~ - -- Hydrogen

Heaw Nanhtha Plant.
Gas 1 -"'-=--

Sour water from H2S f1~S •
Relining Units Was'e Wale, J I .1 Sulfur Plant I Sullur

I T".lIng 1 - :I Ammoma

Recycled Water
to Refining Units

"""I
(,l
(Xl

m
LJ.

IT
~

III

SOURCE: Department of Energy
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EXHIBIT 4-22: SCHEMATIC F10W DIAGRAM
REFINING Of SHe-II OIL BY

HIGH SEVERITY I{ YPROTREATING - CASElI

7.
·t

Gas to Rellnery Fuel-------- -
Hydrogen

PI.nt.

l- - ---

SHe-II 011- - - --
l.!ld~~~~Ba$.~~

I

fSl~hj - -..'?

I
Refinery Gas

l
-- I sulfur

I
HIS I f ·1 Sulfur Plant. _

Waste Water _I Ammoma
Troallng ..

~ .-1.. ! Liaht Naphth-
To Hydrogen

1'1ani Gr Hydrogen Motor Gasoline

Heavy N!f>hlh. I 1 ..
c:
.2
iii I IWhole SRC-II 011 High Severity _ 1;; • Catalytic

-I rI I Hydrol reallng a Refonning .
Kllfoseno Jet Fu~1

I ~

"-r-
To H{drogen

I·
'- . -
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... .. ~~.. ~
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• Steam reforming feeding gas and naphlha III Cases lA, 16, and 10
Partial oxldatlon feeding gas oil and SRC-I I QII In Case Ie.

SOURCE: Department of Energy
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EXHIBIT 4-23: SIMPLIFIED F10W DIAGRAM
REFINING OF SRC-1I0IL BY

MODERATE SEVERITY HYOROTREATING - CASE I I I

Hydrogen 10
Hydrolre.lIng

_S~C:1l 0" _

!!~lli.i__
H,S

Recovery
Refinerv Gas

I I --------

Sou r water H S IGas I L- -- - -- - - -- - - - .....Refl..ry Fuel
'rom J .. H,5 - - - - - • --- - -+-

Refining Unlls Wule Waler I ·1 Sulfur Plant I Sulfur•

I Treating ~ ~~~

Molor Gasoline
10 Hydrogen

Plant Gas HydrogeD

t
Gas

Naphtha
Hydrolreallng

tHeavy
NilIlhtha

Recycled Water
10 Relining Unlb

••I
I .I- No. 2Furnace 011L. ___. _ ___ __ Gas 011 and Refinery fuel*

• steam reforming feeding gas and naphtha In Cases 5A, 5B. and SD.
Partial oxidation feeding SRC-II 011 In CiS. sc.
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SOURCE: Department of Energy
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We cannot visualize any other form of transportation for these
upgraded liquids, or for further refined products except by pipe
line. The daily volume required to support a 6":.or 8" pipeline
is approximately the size of one or two 50,000 bbljday plants.
Considering the geographical concentration of coal and shale de
posits it is not difficult to visualize a mining-conversion center
adequate to support either:

· An upgraded liquids pipeline to a refining center

or
· A product pipeline to major pipeline junctions or

product distribution terminals

The general location of all coal and shale resources is such
that deep draft water transportation does not figure prominently
in synfuels distribution patterns.

Without siting specific plants and conducting the refinery
trade-offs - which would have to be done in context with both the
balance of foreign and domestic petroleum supplies and the slate
of (regional) demand for all liquids - we cannot develop very
meaningful insights into either' the operating (product) costs of
transportation and distribution, or the capital requirements.

We will have to make some nominal assumptions and then estab
lish unitary relationships. The future energy transportation pat
terns and infrastructure requirements are impossible to determin~

without a specific scenario. We shall briefly examine a *cases.:

· Pipelining
· Pipelining

Pipelining

from Souther Illinois to Houston of syncrudes.
from Wyoming to St, Louis

from Western Colorado to L.A. of shale oil.

Southern Illinois to Houston
Raw Liquids
(upgraded) 33c/MM BTU

,t.:

BTU
BTU

BTU

30 $/MN!

68c/MM

37$/MM
Methanol
MTG - Gasoline

Western Colorado to L.A.
Shale Liquids 40$/MM BTU
Wyomina to St. Louis
Raw Liquids
m I * ,

The additional capital investment required for synthetic fuel
transportation is highly speculative to a greater degree. There
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is a great deal of existing product and crude liquid pipeline as
well as gas pipeline in place, that can equally serve the synthe
tic fuels industry. In all cases the pipelines are connected to
either markets or distribution terminals at the delivery end.
In most cases, the input end is originally either at a major re
finery (and production) location or at a port location. The re
finery connection argues for upgrading of liquids (coal and shale)
at mine mouth conversion plant locations, and transportation to
the existing refinery districts for product finishing. Such a
general pattern would involve the construction of a minimum num
ber of new ~crude" synfuel pipelines from coal fields to refining
districts.

We assume that the ultimate conditions would lead to the con
struction of several large diameter pipelines in such a pattern.

Methanol, which does not require refining', obviously will move
in different patterns from coal field to the major terminals and
markets.

Pipelines of that size '(10-12") worild cost an average of
$100,000 per mile, considering material, labor, and right of way
and other expenses. Terrain would influence ~he cost, generally
increasing construction costs but reducing right of way costs in
some cases by an equivalent amount. 20" or greater diameter pipe
lines would cost $250,OOO/mile.

A total construction budget of 50,000 miles of new pipeline
of 12" diameter to 20" diameter would cost between $5 billion and
$12 billion.
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4.8 ADDENDUM TO CHAPTER 4: BASIS FOR COST ASSUMPTIONS

1) Basic Conversion Plant (ESCOE)

.Capital Costs

G

Year: Mid (June-July) 1979 dollars
Scale: 25, 000 tons of coal input
Base Plant to installed battery limits:
Contingency: 10%
Scaling exponential rule: C2 =

. '-1

A = .65 for vessel size
A = .9 with trains

Outlay of Capital: instantaneous plant

1. 63

.Revisions to Capital Assumptions in This Report

Year: Mid 1980 (June-July)
Scale: 50,000 bbl/day liquids output
Plant to Battery Limits: 1. 73
Contingency: 20%
Scaling: Linear-
Outlay of Capital: Instantaneous plant

.Operating costs

Coal Feedstock: S30/ton (delivered)
Coal: Illinois #6
Catalysts and Chemicals and Operating Supplies:
at cost for amounts proscribed by process
designer's material balance.

.Labor Cost

Plant Operators
Operating Supervisors
Maintenance Labor
Maintenance Labor Supervisors
Administration

Total

_#

120
25

150
30
30

355 @

Rate/Hr

.. $ 10.00
15.00
12.00
16.00
11.00

$11. 79;hr avg.

Fringes @ 35% - -changed to 40% = total 'iabor rate
of $16.50/hr

4-43
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Maintenance Cost (Materials & Contracts)

3% of total plant capital cost

G&A

Local taxes and insurance, 5% capital cost
changed to total G&A - 5% capital cost

Capital Charge Rate

ESCOE basis not used. 30% of capi tCj.l used as
recovery rate (as per guidance of OTA staff) .

On-Stream Rate

90%··328.5 days/year

2. Assumptions for Product Upgrading

• Capital

Basis - -Instantaneous Plant, mid-19 8O' dollars
On-stream factor 90% 328.5 stream ~ays.

• Hydrotreater

capitalized for each separate product stream.

• Hydrogen Feedstock Plant Capital

Not included, only cost feedstock ~across the
fence" from the plant complex.

• Hydro~en Reformer or manufacturing plant capital
inclu ed

• Battery Limits

Includes hydrotreaters, waste water~treatmetit,

sulphur plants (commercial grade)

• Contingency

General - - 25%
Battery Limits--15%
Engineer - --4% of investment capitalized
Working Capital- - 45 days. receivables i 30 day

chemicals catalysts i 30 day feedstocks

4-44
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.Operating costs

Hydrogen Feedstock:

Hydrogen Pressure:

Plant Siz.e.:

Syngas @ $6.74/mmbtu
raw gas liquids @ $6=50/mmbtu
includes recovery of production
plant capital.

500 PSIG for SRC light (naptha)
product--2000 PSIG all other
cases.

20,000 bbl / day upgraded to
50,000 bbl/day for each product
cut

• Royalties

500 PSIG Hydrotreating
1500 PSIG Hydrotreating Fixed Bed
Sulphur plant
Waste Water

Initial project
First 5,000 units
Next 5000-25,000 units
Next 25,000 + units

• Sales Tax

5% of equipment cost

• Maintenance

4% of depreciated capital/year

• Operating Labor

$11.00/hr

• Labor Burden·

45%

-0-

$30/bst feed
-0-

$75,000
$14.70\unit
$7.35/unit
$5.25/unit

• Administrative and Support Labor

30% of operations and maintenance labor

• G & A

60% of operations and maintenance labor plus
property-tax of 2-1/2% of plant investment

4-45
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• Utilities
Fuel
Steam
Electricity
Water (make-up)

$4/mmbut
$3.50/1000 Ibs
4c/kwh
40c/1000 gal

• Hydrogen Bleed was assumed to be:
50 SCP/bbl @ 500 PSIG
100 SCP/bbl @ 2000 PSIG

• By-product Credits
Ammonia (anhydrous) $100/ton
Hydrogen and Hydrocarbon off gasses. (C;,-C4 )

$4 / mmb t u ($1. 30/MSCF)

3. Refining Cost Assumptions (Chevron Basis)

• 1980 costs: Instantaneous plant (first quarter
adjusted to June/July)

• Mid-Continent Location

• Cost correlations based on actual experience of
standard oil of California, 1960-1970s adjusted for:

Lower field p~oductivity
Increased safety
Improved efficiency and reliability
Additional energy conservation '
Stricter environmental regulations

• 10% Contingency

• Utilities
Water 30c/1000 gal
Boiler fuel, coal or refinery fuel
power 3$/kwh

• Maintenan,ce
2-1/2%/yr of both on-plant and (off-plant facility
investment

• G&AProperty taxes @ 21/2% of both on-plant and
off-plant/yr

• Labor
Operating- - $110, 000 per shift posi'tion/hr

($18.30/hr including fringes)
Support Labor (Administrative, security,

technician) 65% of Direct Labor
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RevO
Startup/Shutdown Emission Minimization Plan

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power

40 CFR §60.11(dj: At all times, including periods ofstartup, shutdown, and malfunction, owners and
operators shall, to the extent practicable, maintain and operate any affected facility including
associated air pollution control equipment in a manner consistent with good air pollution control
practice for minimizing emissions. Determination of whether acceptable operating and maintenance
procedures are being used will be based on information available to the Administrator which may
include, but is not limited to, monitoring results, opacity observations, review ofoperating and
maintenance procedures, and inspecUon of the source.

The goal of this Plan is to provide gUidelines and suggestions for steps that will minimize air emissions
during startup and shutdown periods, in accordance with Clean Air Act permits and regulations,
including the provisions from 40 CFR 60 as cited above.

Specific startup and shutdown operating procedures for all process units in the Plant shall incorporate
the elements of this Plan to the greatest extent possible.

Flaring Associated with Startup ~ General Comments

• Commission all downstream equipment and prepare them for operation prior to gasifier
startup. This will include preparation ofthe:

1. Low Temperature Gas Cleanup (LTGC),
2. Sour Water Stripper,
3. Acid Gas Removal (AGR),
4. Sulfur Recovery Unit (SRU) - Claus Plant,
5. CO2 compression, and
6. Methanol synthesis loop.

• Preparation will include completion of commissioning activities and final signoff, establishment
of normal operating levels for fluids, preheating of required components, and start of circulating
pumps as necessary.

Flaring Associated with Startup - Activities Following Gasifier Startup
Once a gasifier is started up certain conditions must be met prior to introducing syngas to subsequent
stages. These conditions include:

• Gasifier
o One gasifier will be started at a time at 50% design flow rate. Subsequent gasifiers will

not be started until the downstream equipment is ready to receive the increase in
syngas volume.

o After light off a leak check of gasifier piping and components is req uired.
o A low pressure and normal operating pressure check are required.
o Raw syngas will be diverted to flare until after checks are complete. At this stage

pressure can be bled into downstream piping to equalize pressures and then the control
valve can be fully opened and placed in automatic control.

Printed September 26,2008 Page lof4
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DRAFT (Rev 0)
\

Startup/Shutdown Emission Minimization Plan
Medicine Bow Fuel & Power

2

o The amount of syngas sent downstream will be determined by the startup and status of
downstream units.

o Start-up flaring will be at a reduced rate due to a planned slow ramp up of the plant.

• LTGC
o Leak checks are required after pressurization, but not to delay input to the AGR system.
o This stage includes several steam generators needed to ensure the syngas temperature

is in spec for downstream components. Failure to cool down the syngas can result in a
high temperature scenario requiring flare to avoid damage to downstream equipment
and catalysts.

o The syngas temperature must be monitored as the system heats up to prevent a high
temperature trip. Temperature setpoints to be defined by AGR vendor and by catalyst
vendors for COS and Sour Shift catalysts.

• Sour Water Stripper
o The sour water unit will send low pressure sour gas to the Claus plant for conversion of

ammonia and H2Sto N2, H20, and S02' Base case is to flare this stream during startup
until the SRU is started up, The SRU can start operations at approximately 20% design
conditions.

• AGR
a The AGR will be slowly ramped up at an estimated 10% of design syngas flow per hour.
o Syngas temperature must be maintained below AGR vendor specifications.
o The clean high pressure syngas must be vented to flare until the total sulfur in the

syngas comes into the specification of less than 0.5 ppmv.
o Start-up flaring will be at a reduced rate due to slow ramp up of plant.

• Claus Plant
o When the acid gas reaches approximately 40% H2Scontent it can be sent from the AGR

to the SRU. Prior to this we will assume the acid gas is flared.
o Start-up flaring will be at a reduced rate due to slow ramp up of plant.

• Methanol Synthesis
o No syngas can be sent to the Methanol synthesis loop until sulfur'isin spec. Syngas

sulfur content must be less than 0.5 ppmv prior to sending to methanol synthesis.
o If CO2is out of spec (>2% vol) for several hours it will result in high water content in the

methanol which is not acceptable. ' ,.I

o Syngas flow rate must be at least 50% of design flow rate prior'to being sent to
methanol synthesis to prevent compressor surge. This rate will be reviewed and
verified during compressor design and surge protection design.

o After the Methanol step the effluents are primarily low sulfur fuel gases sent to the
power block and liquid methanol sent to s~orageorMTG. No further flaring events as
part of startup are expected. "

.":
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DRAFT (Rev 0)
Startup/Shutdown Emission Minimization PI~r'J

Medicine Bow Fuel & Power

Venting Associated with Startup

3

• CO2 Ca ptu re
e CO 2 produced from AGR will need to be vented until sufficient flow is produced to start

the compressors. This flow rate is expected to be 25% of design flow rate assuming two
compressor trains and a 50% turndown capacity. This will req"uir8 confirmation from
compressor vendor during FEED engineering.

o Start-up venting will be at a reduced rate due to slow ramp up of plant.
e If during startup export of CO 2 is not feasible then CO2 will continue to be vented.

• Gasifier heaters
o Initially all five heaters will be online. Heaters will be started shortly after the refractory

is Installed to cure the refractory. After refractory cure, the heaters will need to remain
in operation to prevent moisture accumulation; otherwise another multiday heater
dryout session will be required priorto startup.

o Medicine Bow will attempt to startup as soon as possible after refractory cure is
complete to minimize heater operations. This is the basis ofthe" current plan to
commission units from the e~d of the process to the beginning to ensure that as soon as
the gasifiers are commissioned, the plant will be ready to startup 'and receive syngas.
This plan is dependent on the construction and commissioning schedule and a situation
may develop where light off is delayed after cure is complete. The time ofthis delay will
determine if the heaters will remain on or be shutdown.

o As each gasifier is prepared for startup the heaters will be turned off and removed.
After full startup is complete, only one heater will be in operation on the spare gasifier.

• MTG heaters
o These heaters will be brought on line when the unit is prepared to receive methanol and

be operated per design.

',t'
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• Power block
o The ASUs, which are the major power load for the plant, will be started several days in

advance of the gasifier light-off to establish required temperatures in the cold box to
generate purified oxygen. Two turbines with heat recovery steam turbine power will be
required to start up both ASUs. If the steam turbine is not available, then all three gas
turbines at reduced load will be required to startup the ASUs.

o During plant startup most process units will begin to draw power in preparation for
gasifier light off. The main exceptions are the CO2 Compressors, Methanol Synthesis
compressor, and MTG compressor units. All three gas turbines with heat recovery
steam power are required to support the plant as it is prepared forfull start-up.

• Fugitive emissions
o Fugitive emissions will be at a reduced rate until Methanol and gasoline are synthesized
o Tank emissions will be at a reduced rate initially as storage tanks are filled.

• Aux boiler
o The boiler will be in operation during startup, At a minimum it will be turned down and

floated on the system if the heat recovery steam generators are able to support plant
steam reqUirements. If more steam is reqUired as defined in the FEED, then the aux
boiler may be operated at its maximum rate. After syngas is routed to methanol and the
startup steam loads are reduced and process steam is available, the auxiliary boiler can
be reduced to minimum.

• 'Flare pilots
o Pilots will be lit as part of preparation for gasifier light off.
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